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Welcome

I WRITE this on the morning after the General Election. The
Conservatives will be the party of government for the next five
years. What will this mean for NEU members?
At this stage the future is very unclear. The Conservatives’
education manifesto contained an ambiguous pledge to “ensure that
parents can choose the schools that best suit their children”, which
could mean more selective schools, but we shall have to see.
Another pledge made by the Conservatives was to introduce a
trial of no-notice Ofsted inspections and to increase the length of
inspections from two to three days. It is hard to think of anything
which would be more unpopular with teachers and school leaders than
a promise of longer, unannounced Ofsted inspections – a proposal
which has been floated before and halted as the profession pointed
out its obvious flaws.
The NEU ran a hugely successful campaign throughout the
election urging education professionals, parents and the public to vote
for education. We urged all the political parties to end school cuts,
to end child poverty, to replace Ofsted with a fair way of evaluating
schools and to end high-stakes tests.
It is safe, I think, to say that the new Government is not going to
prioritise these issues. Be assured, however, that the NEU will continue
to campaign to change our education system so that teachers can
thrive in, and enjoy, their work. We assess the outlook for education
and workplace rights and the priorities for action in our election
coverage (pages 6-9).
And the NEU will continue to shine a spotlight on the effects of
child poverty on life chances.
This edition of Educate also examines the plight of children with
a parent in custody and outlines how teachers can support them. And
we tell the story of one teacher and mother’s
life-or-death struggle to secure the
help her anorexic daughter
needed, in a landscape
where youth mental
health services have
been decimated.
The NEU is with
you as we navigate our
way through uncertain
times ahead.
Mary Bousted
National Education Union
Joint general secretary

Leanne Rowley, Century One Publishing,
Alban Row, 27-31 Verulam Road,
St Albans AL3 4DG
t: 01727 739 183
e: leanne@centuryonepublishing.uk
Except where the NEU has formally negotiated agreements with
companies as part of its services to members, inclusion of an
advertisement in Educate does not imply any form of recommendation.
While every effort is made to ensure the reliability of advertisers, the NEU
cannot accept any liability for the quality of goods or services offered.
Educate is printed by Walstead Southernprint Ltd. Inside pages are printed
on paper comprised of 100% recycled, post-consumer waste.
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On 2 February, South African President FW de Klerk took the first step towards
dismantling apartheid by lifting a 30-year ban on the African National Congress
(ANC). It followed years of protests in South Africa and mounting international
criticism. Nine days later, Nelson Mandela was released from jail. In 1994 the ANC won
South Africa’s first democratic election and Mandela became its first Black president.
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General Election update
Winners and losers
n NIA Griffith, an NEU member and
Shadow Secretary of State for Defence,
was re-elected as MP for Llanelli.
n Emma Hardy, a former teacher who
once worked for the NUT, was re-elected
in Hull West and Hessle despite a strong
Conservative challenge.
n Two Conservative candidates who
signed the School Cuts pledge to work
to restore school funding were elected
– Philip Davies in Shipley and Derek
Thomas in St Ives.
n Commiserations to NEU members
who lost their seats, Thelma Walker,
Vernon Coaker and Nic Dakin – all of
whom have been supportive of the NEU
during their time in Parliament.
Thelma, former MP for Colne Valley,
was a member of the Education Select
Committee since 2017. As a former head
teacher, she was a strong advocate for
education on the committee and in the
House of Commons.
Vernon had been the MP for
Gedling, Nottinghamshire, since
1997 and served as Schools Minister
during the last Labour government.
He maintained his membership of the
union throughout this time.
Nic had been the MP for Scunthorpe
since 2010 and as a former sixth form
college principal he was a champion in
Parliament for post-16 education.

Thanks to our members,
NEU members and supporters
responded in their thousands to our
#ValueEducation #VoteEducation
campaign to push education to the
top of the political agenda during the
run-up to the General Election.
The union isn’t politically affiliated and doesn’t
call for votes for any particular party – but we
know many of our members will be bitterly
disappointed by the result.
Nonetheless, we believe we ran a truly
fantastic campaign, with 25,000 members
volunteering (see opposite) and many of
them giving up hours of their time to support
candidates who made education a priority.
Sincere thanks to our campaigners
In what was easily the highest profile union
campaign, we forced education much higher
up the political agenda to third overall, after
the ever present Brexit and the NHS.
This is good for us in our future
work. The growth of our profile and
name recognition is also important to
our recruitment.
We want to thank all our members
involved in that campaign. You contributed
in so many ways and we are proud of you and
of the work you did.

The next few years will present big
challenges – but the National Education
Union will rise to them.
Just 1% of Tory PPCs took our pledge
The Tories did not win the election on
education. Only one per cent of Conservative
prospective parliamentary candidates (PPCs)
took the School Cuts pledge to end funding
cuts and invest in schools, compared to 79 per
cent of Labour; 50 per cent of Green; and
45 per cent of Lib Dem PPCs.
The Conservatives’
school funding pledges

Student votes challenge
national trend
WHERE students did turn out in large
numbers on election day, it tended to
work against Conservative challengers
in marginal seats.
Huge numbers of students in
Kent queued in the rain to vote,
forcing Canterbury Council to draft
in extra polling station staff. Labour
MP Rosie Duffield, who became the
first ever Labour MP for Canterbury
in 2017, increased her majority
from 187 to 1,836 – bucking the
national trend.
In Sheffield students also voted
in large numbers and Labour MP
Olivia Blake held her seat. Students’
Union president Jake Verity said it
had developed a student manifesto
focusing on issues such as the cost
of living for students.
6
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NEU Super Saturday campaigners in Kensington and Chelsea
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Child poverty

A poll of parents carried out by the NEU before the election found
78 per cent believed child poverty was an important issue.

education is high on political agenda
are inadequate, their plans to bring back nonotice Ofsted inspections will dismay teachers
and teaching assistants, and the party ignores
the severe and escalating child poverty crisis.
Five key challenges for Government
UK students should not be subjected to
anxiety-producing high-stakes testing. Recent
OECD student assessment data revealed
that in England, 66 per cent of young people
say they are sometimes or always worried –
compared with an OECD average of 50 per
cent. And the failure to pay fairly and reduce
workload will only exacerbate the recruitment
and retention crisis plaguing the profession.
We have set the Government five key
challenges to put our education system right
and improve the lives of children and school
and college staff (see right, below).
Visit valueeducationvoteeducation.
com to sign the
statement to
hold the
Government
to account.

CAMPAIGN
FACTS AND
FIGURES
More than

25,000
NEU members

More than 25,000 NEU members
volunteered in the election campaign,
delivering leaflets, making phone calls,
sharing on social media, attending events
and organising events.

About 12,500 people visited the
ValueEducationVoteEducation
microsite during the election
campaign.

19

events

We held 19 Super
Saturday events to
raise local awareness of
school funding problems.

Our video of Cumbria
head teacher Yvonne
Craig was viewed more
than 650,000 times on
Twitter and Facebook.

We sent out more than three million School Cuts
leaflets and more than four million people
visited the School Cuts Facebook site.

#ValueEducation

The value education
five challenges:

value
education

End school cuts and invest in education
End child poverty
Replace Ofsted with a fair way of evaluating schools
End high-stakes primary testing
Address the teacher retention and recruitment crisis
#ValueEducation
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General Election update

The ‘Brexit effect’ on workers’ rights
Jayne Phillips, head of the NEU’s employment rights unit, value
edu
looks ahead at the prospects for employee rights under VOcaTtion
educatioE
n
the newly elected Conservative Government.
THE focus of the Government
will, at least initially, be on Brexit.
The level of worker rights that
exist post-Brexit is likely to be
dependent on the trade deals
negotiated.

TUC New Deal For Working People demonstration, London 2018
PHOTO by Stefano Cagnoni/reportdigital.co.uk

Rights frozen in time?
Throughout the long and drawnout Brexit discussions so far,
the Government’s position has
remained the same – namely that
legislation will be introduced
to underpin workers’ rights that
exist because of EU law, such as
paid holiday, working time and
collective redundancy consultation.
It is not clear whether that
means rights will effectively be
frozen in time at the point of
leaving or whether the intention is
to keep UK workers’ rights in sync
with those provided for by EU law.
There are no plans to ban
zero-hours contracts, which
only a tiny minority of workers
find beneficial. Any prospect
of legislation that provides for
more stable employment looks
unlikely given the Conservatives’
commitment to less regulation

and greater consideration towards
the needs of small businesses.
The less stable the employment
relationship is, the more vulnerable
to exploitation the worker is,
especially over things like pay and
access to other benefits.
The Government is likely
to tweak some non-controversial
aspects of equality law, such as
providing a period of neonatal pay
and leave and making it easier for
fathers to take paternity leave.
Equality overlooked
There has been no commitment
to tackling the ethnic pay gap
or strengthening the protection
for individuals from harassment
because of their sex, race, disability,
sexual orientation, religion or
age. The Conservative manifesto
did pledge to “look at” ways
of improving the disability
employment gap. However, a
similar pledge made in 2015 has,
so far, achieved very little.
Finally, not mentioned but
expected at some point by many, is
the re-introduction of employment
tribunal fees.

What do we do now about Ofsted?
OFSTED may not have featured much
in the election campaign, but we
know that it makes teachers’ lives a
misery, increases workload and drives
teachers out of the profession.
The Conservatives are on their own in
believing that Ofsted raises standards in
education. The new inspection framework
is subjecting teachers to highly stressful
interrogations, particularly in primary schools
8

(see Educate Nov/Dec). Our advice is:
n Get together with others in your school to
discuss the impact Ofsted is having and how
you can respond.
n Ask your SLT to use the NEU model
letters to explain the funding and staffing
constraints in your school.
n Refuse to be accountable to Ofsted
for a subject area or other teachers unless
you are being paid, via a teaching and learning
responsibility (TLR) payment and given
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additional non-contact time as specified in
the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions
Document (STPCD).
Visit neu.org.uk/ofsted for full guidance
and resources.
Tell us about your latest inspection
Have you had an inspection since September
2019? Please complete our survey at
surveymonkey.co.uk/r/C2GMYVD or
email jill.stokoe@neu.org.uk

Have you considered becoming a workplace rep?

All you need is the enthusiasm to help your colleagues and concern about
the issues facing the profession. We’ll support you with everything else.

Winning in the workplace
THE next few years present big
challenges for us but we are confident
we can rise to those challenges by
moving to an attitude of winning in
the workplace. We know this through
the campaign we have been running
on pay.
Pay is not the main reason people work in
education – working with young people and
developing the next generation is. After years
of under-inflation pay rises, however, valuing
education professionals is an important part of
resolving the recruitment and retention crisis.
Schools pay up after member pressure
The 2019 School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions
Document (STPCD) provides for a 2.75 per
cent pay rise across all points. We know that
schools have not always applied the award in
the past, however, and that members, reps and
their branches have had to fight to win pay
rises in their workplaces.
So we sent all members clear information
about their new pay scales and over half looked
them up. Those were the busiest days for our
website last year. And we sent thousands of text
messages to all our workplace reps, who then
let us know which schools were applying the
pay award.
Around ten per cent of schools had not
applied the award right away. Yet many of
those schools are now paying up after members
collectively raised the issue with management,
using model letters and supported by local
branch committees.
Bargaining culture
This large-scale member communication and
mobilisation is part of a shift of emphasis
towards the workplace. Facilitating groups
of members with a rep to collectively discuss
issues, raising them with their management
team and then reporting back together.
This bargaining culture will be
fundamental to our approach under a new
government. This Conservative Government
may change the rules on pay yet again and
we will see increased fragmentation through
academisation.
Together, we can ensure every workplace
receives directed time calendars, PPA is
protected, and members receive the pay

Working together will help us confront new challenges in our workplaces

“Unions can be the
custodians of the
profession as well
as the drivers for
change. The union
is the collective
power for us to win
the profession we
all want.”

PHOTO by Kois Miah

they are entitled to. Together we can make
gains on ending excessive data drops and the
extension of directed time.
Winning in the workplace is how we do it.
Time to assert our rights
Unions can be the custodians of the
profession as well as the drivers for change
– winning better behaviour policies and
ensuring curriculums fit the communities
they serve.
The union is the collective power for us to
win the profession we all want.
Kevin Courtney, NEU joint general
secretary, said: “This campaign is vital to
building our union
influence in your
workplace. School
leaders are under
an obligation to
negotiate with
union members
neu.org.uk/
but this can easily
get-involved
be forgotten if we
action.org
don’t assert our rights.”

Get
involved in
your union
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Opinion

Thank you for everything you have done
NEU joint general
secretary Kevin
Courtney urges

members to fight
on, after a brilliant
campaign putting
education
centre stage in
the election.

ON behalf of the NEU, I’d like to say a huge
thank you to you, our brilliant members, who
came out in the rain and the cold in this
election to ask the public to #ValueEducation
#VoteEducation.
We are so proud that you waged such
a brilliant and positive campaign in your
communities to raise the issues of school
funding, child poverty, Ofsted, forced
academisation and workload.
Mary and I have taken such inspiration
from you and your efforts. You have done our
union proud.
Disappointing manifesto for education
Although we are not politically affiliated, we
are disappointed that a party whose manifesto
is at such variance to the union’s policies on
funding, Ofsted and primary assessment is
now forming the government – especially
when we had seen welcome movement on all
of these issues from the Liberal Democrats
and the Greens as well as Labour.
The Conservatives threw millions
into their campaign, which focused almost
exclusively on Brexit. Their campaign failed
to address the key concerns of education
professionals and ignored their lived
experience. Of all the major parties, only the
Conservative candidates refused en masse to
take the School Cuts pledge to stop cutting
funding and begin investing in schools.

“Take the
enthusiasm and
everything you’ve
learned through
standing up for
education and
become active in
your union.”

Much more than Brexit
On the other hand, we used facts and data
to point out how education would fare
under each party, confronting negativity or
untruth with clear choices for members,
parents and voters.
In doing so, we encouraged our members
to think about education at the ballot box
– thousands did – and raised the profile of
issues other than Brexit.
The Conservative manifesto was very

light on education – with some funding
promises that we consider insufficient and
not long term enough, plus the threats on
no-notice Ofsted inspections.
There was no mention of total
academisation – but many commentators now
forecast further moves in that direction despite
there being no electoral mandate for that.
Whatever comes, the union will be here
– fighting for the best outcomes for education
professionals and their students.

Standing up for each other
If you helped in this campaign, I would like to
ask you to do more.
Take the enthusiasm and everything
you’ve learned through standing up for
education and become active in your union.
Get on board with our campaign to work
with your local branch officers and other local
members and schools, to press your demands
and win in the workplace – members up and
down the country are succeeding with this
approach (see page 9).
And please speak to your colleagues who
aren’t members and ask them to join us.
Because, whatever happens over the next
few years, our schools and colleges, students,
families and communities need you.
When this Government cuts funding for
our schools; when it pushes through forced
academisation; when it fails to tackle child
poverty; if teachers’ workload doesn’t decrease;
when the Ofsted accountability regime
tightens; when the services that support
education are cut, we’ll be there to stand up
for you, our schools and colleges, students,
families and our communities.
I hope you had a good rest and will
come back in the new year ready to stand
up for education. Thank you once again for
everything you have done.
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News

MP Lloyd Russell-Moyle with Moulsecoomb campaigners								

PHOTO by Dave Jones

Another sponsor seen off by Moulsecoomb
CAMPAIGNERS against the forced
academisation of Moulsecoomb
Primary School in Brighton and Hove
are “delighted” after another sponsor
withdrew from the process.
Members of the NEU and GMB at the school
took strike action on 21 November, receiving
massive support from parents and the local
community who joined staff on the picket line,
along with councillors and local MP Lloyd
Russell-Moyle. UNISON also returned a
unanimous Yes vote for strike action.
The New Horizons Academy Trust
(NHAT), which runs only one school, Seaside
Primary in Lancing, had emerged as preferred
sponsor, but questions were immediately asked
about its viability.
When two senior members of NHAT
visited Moulsecoomb two days before the

strike, they were met by protesting parents
delaying them at the school gates. NEU
members at the school politely refused to
engage with them.
Just over three weeks later, NHAT
directors voted unanimously to withdraw
from the process, citing a “toxic” atmosphere
for the trust. Lee Murley, NHAT’s director of
education, said: “Opposition for New Horizons’
sponsorship of Moulsecoomb from parents,
staff and Brighton politicians has […] been
strong, with protests and even a mock funeral
being staged. We cannot work with a teaching
body which has no desire to work with us.”
Paul Shellard, secretary of Brighton and
Hove district NEU, said: “We are delighted
that NHAT has decided to withdraw as
sponsor of Moulsecoomb Primary. It is
testament to the strength of the community
campaign which made it clear that

Moulsecoomb is part of the Brighton and
Hove family of schools. Parents, carers, staff,
councillors and MPs have stood together and
now we want the academy order to be revoked.
“NEU, GMB and UNISON will now
call off the strike action scheduled for January.
We urge other academy sponsors to stay
away to avoid children’s education being
further disrupted.”
Parent campaigner Natasha Ide said: “My
mum went to Moulsecoomb, I went to the
school and now my children go to the school.
Moulsecoomb is amazing, and I have been
overwhelmed by the support we’ve received.
“We don’t want to be standing outside in
the cold protesting, but if we have to, we will
do it again.”
A growing number of parents are pledging
that they will withdraw their children from the
school if it converts to an academy.

No money left for Wakefield schools after academy collapse
SCHOOLS in Wakefield were told in
November that millions of pounds transferred to
the Wakefield City Academies Trust (WCAT)
before it collapsed in 2017 will not be returned.
The 21 schools previously part of WCAT
were informed by the schools’ commissioner
for Lancashire and West Yorkshire, Vicky
Beer, that the trust has now been liquidated
12

and there was no remaining money to be
distributed back to the schools.
WCAT was accused of asset stripping by
siphoning money from school reserves into
its centralised accounts just before its collapse.
Former CEO Mike Ramsey and his daughter
also ran IT and clerking companies which were
paid £440,000 through contracts with WCAT.
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The 21 schools lost £2 million between
them in reserves as a result of the scandal.
Jon Trickett, Labour MP for Hemsworth,
said: “This will be extremely distressing news
to those many schools formerly part of WCAT
that handed over substantial amounts of money
to the trust with the expectation they would
see it returned or invested to their benefit.”

A resounding Yes to strike action

Eighty-four per cent of NEU members voted Yes to strike
action in the sixth form colleges ballot in September 2019.

More colleges join post-16 strikes
NEU strikes at sixth form colleges over the prolonged
underfunding the sector has suffered intensified in the
run-up to the General Election.
The dispute is with the Department for Education (DfE) against a £700
million funding shortfall for post-16 education and to restore fair pay.
The strikes began when NEU members at 25 colleges went out on 17
October and 5 November. This increased to 34 colleges on 20 November.
Jean Evanson, NEU executive member for post-16 education,
told Educate: “Since 2010 we have endured savage cuts. Successive
governments have failed to sufficiently resource our sector and this has
resulted in reduced provision, bigger class sizes, workload spiralling out
of control, enrichment being cut, academic and financial support for
students being cut and a 16 per cent reduction in pay for teaching staff.
“Our support staff continue to be paid at a rate that does not reflect
the importance of what they do. On 17 October we picketed and then
went to London for a rally. We marched to the DfE and delivered an
invoice for £700 million.
“We deserve better working conditions and our students deserve
better learning conditions.”
Andy Stone, Wandsworth NEU district secretary and a teacher at
St Francis Xavier Catholic College, told Educate: “We’ve experienced
years of funding cuts and the detriments to staff and students as

Strikers at City and Islington College

PHOTO by Jess Hurd

a result. We’re into our fourth year of redundancies and are facing
another year of these.
“Having made the commitment to take action, members want to
follow through.”
Visit neu.org.uk/sixthformballot

Second academy
trust scraps PRP

THE University and College Union (UCU) took eight days of strike action in November and
December in a national dispute over pay, workload and changes to their pension scheme.
UCU members were on strike at 46 institutions over pensions and 56 over pay and working
conditions. Mary Bousted and Kevin Courtney, NEU joint general secretaries, said in a message
of solidarity: “You have our full support for the action you are taking to ensure that your
members retain their working conditions. We cannot let employers impose changes to working
conditions that have been hard fought for by members and need to be protected for the future.”
(Above) NEU members show solidarity at the LGBT+ educators’ conference. PHOTO by Jess Hurd

NEU members working for academy
chain Northern Education Trust (NET)
have won the abolition of performancerelated pay.
From 1 September 2019, pay progression
is no longer linked to appraisal. It is now
automatic unless a teacher has been subject
to proceedings under the capability policy.
Michael Mannion, NEU rep and
computing teacher at Thorp Academy –
part of NET – said: “NEU members welcome
the decision to remove the link between
pay progression and the appraisal system
so that teaching staff will automatically
progress annually within their pay range.
“We believe this to be a commonsense approach. There is no evidence
that performance-related pay works
in schools.”
The announcement is part of a wider
package aimed at reducing workload.
NET is the second multi-academy trust to
abolish performance-related pay, following
the announcement by E-Act last year (see
Educate May/ June).
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‘This school can afford to pay our pensions’
TEACHING staff in the NEU at St
Edward’s School in Oxford are engaged
in an “infinitely heart-wrenching”
struggle to save their pensions.
St Edward’s is one of the 62 independent
schools that have applied to leave the Teachers’
Pensions Scheme (TPS), claiming the scheme
is unaffordable following a hike in employers’
contributions (see Educate Nov/Dec).
A question of priorities
Diane Wilson, assistant district and branch
secretary of Oxfordshire NEU, was highly
critical of the claim St Edward’s cannot afford
to remain in the TPS.
“This is a question of priorities,” she
told Educate. “There are two large buildings
going up on site costing over £30 million. This
is not a school which struggles financially.
The knock-on effect ultimately will be that
teachers will not choose to work there if the
TPS is not part of their conditions of service.
“This is an incredibly loyal, dedicated
staff. It is infinitely heart-wrenching for them
to come out on strike. It has really pushed
them to the limits of their conscience.

NEU members on strike at St Edward’s School in Oxford over the school’s application to leave the TPS

“It has taken three days of strikes – one
in June and two days in November – to get
face-to-face talks.”
The NEU called for talks via ACAS to
resolve the dispute and an initial meeting
has now taken place with further options in
January. Some positive progress was made,
particularly discussions regarding formal
recognition of the NEU.
Members are still rejecting any inferior

pension scheme arrangements to date.
Nick Childs, senior regional officer, said:
“Without members’ strong campaign on both
pensions and union recognition talks would
not have happened. Initial discussions with
the employer were positive and productive
and we look forward to moving forward on
both issues in the new year.”

Email messages of support to diane.wilson@
neu.org.uk

Strikes against bullying management Sixth strike day for
Strathcona jobs
set to continue in the new year
AN escalating dispute at St Catherine’s
Catholic School in Bexleyheath against
bullying by management has gained widespread
support from staff and parents alike.
The dispute led to 16 days of strikes in
the autumn term with more than 50 people
supporting the pickets.
A letter expressing a “total loss of
confidence” in head teacher Yvonne Connolly
was signed by 66 staff members across St
Catherine’s, representing a broad cross-section
of staff – not just NEU members.
The letter of no-confidence complains
of an “intolerable situation […] an injustice
that cannot stand”.
Rachel Shepherd, NEU rep at the school,
was herself suspended for four weeks on a
“bogus allegation” that was “absurd”, according
to the letter.
14

Rachel, who was reinstated last summer,
told Educate: “NEU members are united in
their determination to make St Catherine’s
a safe place for all who work there and are
proud to stand together.
“The chair of governors and head
teacher continue to refuse to engage with
the NEU and, we believe, to seriously
address a bogus allegation made against
one member of staff; the ongoing and
unnecessary suspensions of two staff; the
unfair dismissal of another staff member
without following school policy; and many
serious issues raised by NEU members
last July.”
Without an acceptable resolution, staff
expect to continue action into the new year.
Email messages of support to deborah.jones@
neu.org.uk
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A BITTER row over jobs at the Strathcona
site of Roe Green Infants school in Brent is set
to continue into the new year unless the threat
of compulsory redundancies is withdrawn.
Jenny Cooper, Brent NEU district
joint secretary, told Educate: “We met
with the director last week but she was not
prepared to give guarantees of no compulsory
redundancies. She was not engaging with us.”
After the latest strike day on 20
November – their sixth day of action –
Jenny described the strikers as “extremely
creative”, with members amending their
placards for each new protest. She praised
the school NEU rep, Hema Dahale, who has
“campaigned tirelessly to keep this campaign
at the forefront of people’s minds”.
The NEU has submitted several proposals
that would avoid compulsory redundancies.

Bigger picture

Kay Greyson, a
21-year-old hip hop
artist from the North
East, performs at
the Royal Albert
Hall in London on
12 November.
She was one of 2,000
young performers who
packed the hall over two
nights to perform in the
Music for Youth Proms.
This spectacular event
showcases classical
orchestras next to jazz
ensembles, salsa bands,
steel panners, rock bands,
choirs and even modern
opera performers from all
around the country.
Music for Youth, which
celebrates its 50th
birthday in 2020, has
supported more than two
million young musicians
since it was established.

Bigger picture

Conference news

‘As a Black teacher I have often felt
isolated but now I feel integrated’
SOME 350 delegates gathered in
Manchester in November for the NEU
Black educators’ conference. Among
them was first-time delegate Michelle
Golden from Wellington School
in Trafford.
This is what I want to share with NEU
members at Wellington School, where I plan
to call a meeting before the end of term to
stand as a school rep.
Simply – wow! I have just returned from
the conference and wanted to let you all know
what a fantastic experience it has been. Even
though I have been a teacher for nearly ten
years and a union member all that time I had
never attended a Black conference.
‘So powerful’
As a mathematics teacher I am no wordsmith,
but there are certain words in maths that
I have a great love for and send a tingle
down my spine – such as trigonometry,
parallelogram and integration. These
words mean so much to me and are so
powerful, which is exactly how I would
describe this conference.
As a Black teacher working in a
predominately white school I have often
felt isolated, but now I feel integrated into a

Delegates at the NEU Black educators’ conference in Manchester

family of over 300 and welcome the security
this brings.
Guest speakers Afua Hirsch and Salma
Yaqoob were inspirational. Afua highlighted
the importance of the need to “decolonise”
education and asked whether schools could
respond to our children’s need for cultural
understanding.
Salma reiterated the message that we

PHOTOS by Kois Miah

need to work together to make a difference,
and can no longer keep silent about racism,
whether directed towards people of African/
Caribbean heritage or our Asian brothers and
sisters. NEU joint general secretary Kevin
Courtney’s passionate address reminded us
that racism is a predominately white problem
and therefore it is important that we have
open conversations about the impact of
racism with our white colleagues.
I attended a number of informative
workshops, from Windrush Day to
Decolonisation and Show Racism The Red
Card. The only disappointment was that I
couldn’t attend all the workshops. I came
away with a wealth of ideas to take back to
school and most importantly a passion to get
more involved.
You can follow @NEUBlackWorkers on Twitter

Afua Hirsch
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Salma Yaqoob

All 30 motions in both English and Welsh

NEU Cymru conference 2019 has its own
website – visit neuconference.cymru

‘Time for a Made in Wales curriculum’
NEU members in Wales held their
first amalgamated conference
in Newport in November, fully
uniting both NUT and ATL legacy
sectors for the first time.

The first NEU Cymru conference took place at the Celtic Manor
Hotel in Newport in November
PHOTOs by Carmen Valino

The conference was opened by joint
general secretary Mary Bousted and
chaired by president Amanda Martin.
NEU Cymru secretary David
Evans greeted delegates: “It is with
great delight that I am able to welcome
you all to a fully integrated NEU
Cymru conference.”
Eighty-two delegates from 21
of the 22 districts in Wales debated
30 motions over two days, covering all
the key issues concerning education
workers – with live translations in Welsh
and English.
Motions passed included a boycott
of high-stakes testing in primary
schools; taking staff wellbeing seriously;
combatting stress and workload
pressures; as well as a motion on the new
Supply Teachers Framework (see below).
Clare Jones, from Rhondda Cynon
Taf, denounced the lack of funds for
Welsh schools: “We’re tired of having to
make do and mend. The funding formula
is less per pupil than it is in England.

School budgets are stretched, on a knife
edge. Children get less, schools are
forced to rob Peter to pay Paul.”
Guest speakers included Cabinet
Secretary for Education Kirsty Williams
AM, who spoke about the new Welsh
curriculum. “Now is the time for a truly
‘Made in Wales’ curriculum,” she said.
On changes to RSE, she said
RSE was “not about sex, it’s about
relationships”, and argued there is a
“strong principle-based case” for making
RSE part of the curriculum – and
thus removing the right of parents to
withdraw their children.
Estyn ‘ready to learn and change’
Conference also heard from Her
Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Education
and Training in Wales (Estyn), Meilyr
Rowlands, who was ready “to review, to
learn and to change. To foster a culture
of mutual respect, to be more formative
and constructive.”
Delegates heard from Huw
Foster Evans, the chief executive of the
National Academy for Educational
Leadership Wales. All guest speakers
took questions afterwards.
Conference also included stalls,
fringe meetings and meet-ups.

Supply teachers ‘still being exploited’
A MAJOR debate was held on the continued
exploitation of supply teachers in Wales –
despite the introduction of a new framework
agreement (see Educate Nov/Dec) – at the
NEU Cymru conference in November.
Sheila Jones, from Caerphilly, denounced
the “unjust” way some agencies who have
signed up to the new framework have managed
to find a way to avoid paying the agreed rates.
The new supply teachers’ framework came
into effect this September, and the minimum
pay rate must be the equivalent of a teacher on
the minimum amount on the main pay range
(£127.72 per day) – but agencies are getting
around this.
“Supply teachers need fairness, justice and
equality,” Sheila said.
Angela Sandles, from Monmouthshire,
added that not a single agency has been

sanctioned for offering employers supply
teachers “off-framework”.
Urging all delegates to support the motion
calling for whistleblowing and strengthening
legislation, Angela said: “Every teacher is just
one term away from being in our position.”
The NEU is committed to calling for
all teachers to be employed directly – and to
abolish profiteering agencies altogether.
David Evans, Wales Secretary of the NEU
Cymru, said: “Supply members welcome the
moves Welsh Government has made in terms
of minimum pay rates for supply teachers and
the abolition of the Swedish Derogation.
“However, we will be watching agencies
very carefully. Using agencies is a waste of public
money, and we need the Welsh Government to
step up and ensure that over the longer term we
see a return to directly employed staff.”

Angela Sandles speaking about the unjust ways some
agencies treat supply teachers
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Conference news

A space to feel empowered, safe, supported
MORE than 300 people attended the
NEU’s LGBT+ educators’ conference
in Blackpool at the end of November.
Here’s what some of them had to say.
“This year’s conference was a triumph
for members.
“It is the largest such conference in
Europe and a space to feel empowered, safe
and supported. LGBT+ members often live
their lives in a state of high alert; with this
conference they were free to be themselves
and explore union activism, pedagogy and a
shared sense of community.
“These members will do more to lift up
the aspirations of LGBT+ young people than
any piece of legislation ever could. It has been
an honour and a privilege to be their LGBT+
executive member.” Annette Pryce, LGBT+
executive member
“My first LGBT+ educators’ conference was
so empowering. To have the chance to lead
a space for bisexual educators was a unique
experience: there is so much solidarity in
shared experiences, particularly when your
sexuality is defined through binaries and often
hidden or assumed.” Nyika
“This was my fourth time at conference and
I came away a changed person all over again.
The conference feels like home. I am at my
most confident in this space.
“One thing that resonated with me
was the shared experience. Educators in
this country are still facing adversity and
indirect and direct homophobia, biphobia and
transphobia in their workplace.
“The emotive and moving stories I heard
enabled educators to come together with a
collective movement to change this. Aspiring
school reps, equality officers and LGBT+
officers left those rooms with a plan.” Kerry
“Sharing the environment with like-minded
delegates gave me a sense of belonging and
a realisation that through collectivism real
change can be made.
“Contributing to Annette Pryce’s executive
report on the impact of self-organising
intersectional LGBT+ networks filled me
with pride and the motivation to make wider
contributions in the future.” Tashan
18

Members at the union’s LGBT+ educators’ conference in Blackpool

“I attended workshops on coming out at
school, minority stress and LGBT+ inclusion
in challenging environments, and also found
the keynote speakers to be both personable
and inspirational.
“I am now going to stand for NEU rep
and start taking small steps to make my school
more inclusive both for staff and students.
Thank you to the NEU, organisers, staff and
delegates for a wonderful weekend.” Meriel
“This was my second LGBT+ educators
conference and it completely lived up to
expectations. As a primary teacher I found the
session about becoming an LGBT+ inclusive
primary school so inspiring.
“I have lots of ideas that I’m excited to
take back to my school. These ideas will not
only help ensure a smooth transition next
year, with the new relationship education
guidelines, but ensure we ‘usualise’ LGBT+
representation throughout the curriculum.
Simple changes can make the world
of difference to ensuring all pupils feel
represented and visible.” Katy
“This conference was great and so productive
with lots of ideas and strategies. The motions
presented were so inspiring and I wished all
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motions could have been voted for as they
were all important for the future.
“This conference is key to ensuring people
can connect and feel less isolated in their
activism. It was such an inspiring event.” Aude
“What I will take away is that I can help
create a club for students, and if calling it an
‘LGBT+ club’ is scary for some of them, we
could call it ‘Diversity club’ instead.
“As we are a faith school, I can also help
students struggling with both their faith and
their identity and direct them to places or
groups that can support them and answer
questions I might not be able to.” Gael

Resources
THE NEU is launching a new resource
inspiring primary and early years teachers
to advance equality and enhance learning.
Every Child, Every Family features 24
children’s books with LGBT+ characters.
To access a PDF of the booklet, go to bit.
ly/2LB4V9p
We would love to hear the insights
generated in the classroom through using
this resource. To share these or for more
information, email equality@neu.org.uk

Union people
Year 3 teacher Dave Burton works at Star of the Sea RC Primary
School in Whitley Bay, North Tyneside. He is a school rep and a
member of the National Disabled Teachers’ organising forum.

The buzz, the camaraderie, the collective voice
What do you love about your job?

I have to say the obvious answer – the
children. That’s why I joined the profession
and I love the buzz when a child suddenly
grasps something they didn’t get previously.
And the camaraderie; we’re all in it together.

What do you love about being in
the union?

The collective voice. When I was at college
many moons ago, unions were something we
were told we needed to join for insurance.
We weren’t told about the training, social and
other opportunities that the union gives. I am
part of a very active and productive Northern
region, working together, promoting equalities
and looking for the collective good.

What have you been up to lately?

I have recently become a member of
the NEU’s National Disabled Teachers’
Organising Forum. We are looking to
promote the profile of teaching staff with
disabilities, using the social model.
I have hearing issues, but have also had
mental health issues. We are trying to get
people to self-identify if they have a disability.
Rather than being seen as a weakness or a
problem, there is much support and advice
available from the union.

What’s important to you right now?
At the time of writing, the general election. I

Dave Burton, who urges disabled members to self-identify as such for union support and advice

am fed up of school cuts. I loathe the current
testing regime and I abhor the threat of Ofsted.
People need to realise the damage of
austerity on our pupils and staff.
The recent PISA tables (the OECD’s
Programme for International Student
Assessment) show Latvia as top. They
follow the Finnish model – less testing,
greater emphasis on early years, no Ofsted,
and teachers who are seen and treated as
professionals. Less political interference works
for them, so why can’t it work for us?

What do you do on your day off?

practice and develop in their role.
29 January - Norwich
4 February - Nottingham

15 January - Birmingham
20 January - Nottingham

What’s a day off? If not at school, then I am
usually ferrying my two sons to something
and on a Sunday, I am one of the coaches for
Whitley Bay Rockcliff Rugby Club under-14s.
Busy days!

Tell us something that we don’t know.

Disabilities matter, so self-identify. Go to
my.neu.org.uk, log in using your membership
number, then go to Your Details and tick the
box in the Equality section.

Courses this spring
THE union has some exciting and unique
CPD opportunities coming up in 2020 –
heavily discounted for NEU members.
Visit neu.org.uk/national-cpd
The art of being a great middle leader
One-day course for anyone interested in
a middle leader role and for those middle
leaders who wish to reflect on their

Getting behaviour right
This course develops your understanding
as to what is going on under the surface
of pupil behaviour and gives you practical
ways to balance structure and nurture.

Academic Resilience
This course allows you to try techniques
and ideas in the classroom and then come
together to reflect on your experience.
13 January (day one) - London
10 February (day two) - London
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Conference news

Independent members grapple
with issues from pensions to pay
ON 23 November, members from the
NEU’s independent sector (IS) met
in London. Executive lead member
Helen Porter sent us this report.
The conference was opened by Robin Bevan
(NEU president-elect 2020-21). Robin told us
that he had taught in an independent school
early in his career and was horrified to learn
recently that the school was at risk of closing
due to financial difficulties.
He underlined the importance and value
of the union in the workplace and encouraged
all delegates to become active in it. IS members
should never feel complacent and confident
that their jobs, schools and pensions are secure
for the foreseeable future.
Defend our right to the TPS
Joint general secretary Mary Bousted gave
an excellent overview of the current political
landscape while reminding us to organise
within our workplaces to defend our right to
continue to contribute to the Teachers’ Pension
Scheme (TPS).
I shared the highlights and lowlights of
the sector pay survey we conducted. The survey
revealed that only three per cent of teacher
respondents had received a cost of living
increase that matched or bettered the 2.75 per
cent increase to the salaries of state-maintained
teachers (as recommended by the School
Teachers’ Review Body). In fact, 28 per cent
of IS teachers and 23 per cent of IS support
staff have received no cost of living increasing

Members debate the issues at the NEU independent sector conference

during the last year. There are many challenges
facing IS members at present and it is more
important than ever for them to become
engaged in the wider union.
Lively discussion groups
The discussion groups included excellent
sessions on ‘TPS – protecting your pension’
presented by John Richardson (national official
for the independent sector) and ‘Contract and
contractual changes’ presented by Peter MarshJenks (NEU regional official).
In the afternoon, we were treated to

PHOTO by Rehan Jamil

an inspirational presentation on ‘Greening
your school’ by Karen Gracie-Langrick. This
provided us with many ideas for increasing
environmental sustainability and decreasing the
carbon footprint of our schools.
Delegates debated and selected the IS
motion for annual conference 2020, calling for
more casework support for IS members.
As the conference closed, delegates were
buzzing with ideas for activism and networking
opportunities within the IS. We look forward
to a strong member voice and clear message
from IS delegates at the NEU conference.

Record number of support staff join NEU
A RECORD number of support staff are joining the NEU,
with membership now topping 30,000, almost 2,000 of
whom joined in the last month.
NEU support staff national official Peter Morris said: “While most
education support staff are still not in a trade union, all unions are
reporting a rise in support staff membership. We welcome this trend.”
Meanwhile, teaching assistant Tracy McGuire, who is a rep at the
Rydal Academy, in Darlington, has been elected as the support staff
member onto the NEU national executive.
20
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Tracy, who describes herself as a “feisty teaching assistant”,
said her priorities will include campaigning for national pay
arrangements for all support staff determined by collective bargaining
by unions.
She will also be involved in the campaigns to end toxic, highstakes testing in primary schools and to reverse cuts to school funding.
“We must campaign for a fully funded education system and an
end to the slashing of support staff jobs, which has a devastating effect
on our members and our children,” said Tracy.
“As support staff members we need a clear voice on the executive.”

Michael Rosen

How do we know?
Words by Michael Rosen
Illustration by Dan Berry

How do we know what we know?
How do we find new things to know?
Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio
Anastasio Volta
heard that something odd happens
if your tongue touches a piece of metal
just as that metal is touching a piece
of a different metal: a sour taste.
Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio
Anastasio Volta
thought he’d try out some stuff.
He put a silver coin on top of his tongue
and a piece of tinfoil under it.
When he made the tinfoil touch the
silver coin
the sour taste happened.
Why? he wondered.
He figured that it wasn’t because
of something in him,
it was because of things
that could be found in metal and spit.
He had discovered that
when you have the right stuff
you can make electricity.
Alessandro Giuseppe Antonio
Anastasio Volta
played with stuff
in order to find things out.

Molte grazie, Alessandro,
thank you very much.
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Overcoming the stigma
National Education Union member and teacher Helen Hazell
and Sally Gillen look at what teachers can do to support children
affected by parental imprisonment.
“A CHILD can turn up at school
and talk about being different in all
sorts of ways, and they are accepted,
but there is still a massive stigma
attached to having a parent in
prison,” says Stuart Harrington.
As manager of the National Information
Centre on Children of Offenders (NICCO),
a support service for professionals run by
Barnardo’s and Her Majesty’s Prison and
Probation Service, Stuart is contacted
regularly by schools seeking advice about how
to support these children.
Most teachers have had no training on
how to identify and support children affected
by parental imprisonment, even though they
will almost certainly at some point have a
child in this situation in their classroom.
More than 300,000 children affected
The think tank Cresta Advisory estimated
in a 2019 report that 312,000 children in
England and Wales are affected by parental
imprisonment every year – that is more than
the numbers of looked after children and
those with a child protection plan combined.
Those children benefit from the statutory
systems and processes that mean their school
will be informed they are looked after or
have a child protection plan, but there is no
equivalent for children who have a parent
in custody.
That means schools rely on parents
informing them. The stigma surrounding
prison, however, means many parents will
choose to keep it secret.
Sometimes the child is told to lie.
“It’s the worst thing a parent or carer can
do, because if someone they trust tells them to
22

lie, it really upsets the child,” says Stuart.
“We see children in those situations
become really withdrawn. They don’t act
out. People around them might say the
child is coping well, but they are actually
withdrawing because they are confused. It’s
the one thing we ask people not to do, to ask
the child to lie.”

“The one thing
we ask people not
to do is to ask the
child to lie.”
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Stuart Harrington,
manager, NICCO

Intimidating prison security checks
It piles extra pressure on children who
may already be struggling to cope, not least
with a tiring average 100-mile round trip
to the prison, where they may face
intimidating airport-style security checks
and large sniffer dogs.
That experience is often so successfully
hidden from schools that many teachers never
consider that they may have pupils affected by
parental imprisonment.
Stuart says: “We do come across some
resistance among senior school leaders to the
idea they have children in their school who
have a parent in prison. We will be told that
the training we offer at Barnardo’s is all very
worthy, but the school doesn’t need it because
‘we don’t have any children like that’, when
we know they do because their parents have
asked us for support.”
Risks for children
Polly Wright agrees. She chairs a multiagency group of professionals that includes
educators, which focuses on children
impacted by parental imprisonment across
Bristol and South Gloucestershire. “Often we
will go into a school and be told there aren’t
any children who have a parent in prison,
when in fact they have a significant number,
but staff don’t know about them,” she says.

of a parent in prison
Engaging
in harmful
behaviour

Feeling tired
due to extra
responsibilities
at home
Being
negatively
labelled

offering support to families where a parent is
prison, and a picture of the champion in the
foyer, are breaking down the stigma.
“We found as soon as those posters went
up, there was a significant increase in families
coming forward for support,” says Polly (see
Resources poster, page 24).

Increased risk
of exclusion
from school
A change of
caregiver

Children
affected by
parental
imprisonment
are at
risk of…

An increased
risk of
offending
Mistrusting
authority

A higher risk of
mental health
problems

Challenging though it is, identifying
children affected by parental imprisonment
is an essential first step towards supporting
them. As a group, they are at risk of many
of the same poor outcomes as looked after
children, including poverty, stigma, isolation
and poor mental health (see above).
Their education can be damaged by
difficulty concentrating, a deterioration in
behaviour, bullying and truancy.
In the absence of an official notification
system or a disclosure that a child has a
parent in prison, is there anything teachers
can look for?
Telltale signs for teachers
One sign is a repeated pattern of absence. “If
every Friday afternoon the child isn’t in school
that may be an indicator they are going on
prison visits. That is the sort of thing that would
never cross a teacher’s mind unless they have

Trauma of
witnessing
the arrest
A detrimental
impact on
attendance &
attainment in
school
Being bullied
or becoming
a bully

had the awareness training,” explains Polly.
Behaviour may be another indicator,
though complex. “We do know that children
have often suffered the impact of trauma,
which may have come from witnessing the
arrest – many arrests take place in the early
hours at the family home – the criminal
activity or seeing the stress on the parent,”
explains Polly. “For teachers, it is worth noting
that a child may become traumatised at the
end of the sentence, especially if there are
anxieties around the parent’s return.”
Creating a culture within the school that
encourages parents to be open about their
family circumstances is the best way to ensure
the child is given the support they need.
A scheme in Bristol’s children’s centres,
where an identified member of staff takes
on a role as a champion of children affected
by parental offending (CAPO), is making a
difference. Posters displayed around the centre

Pockets of good work
In the next year there are plans to introduce the
champions scheme in schools, and teachers and
support staff are signing up to become CAPO
champions. In Hampshire, the champions
model is well-established and schools have
also signed up to a charter pledging to support
children affected by parental imprisonment.
All over there are pockets of really good
work, says Stuart. Joint work by prisons
and schools is helped by the family support
workers within prisons – normally contracted
by a charity – who reach out to schools.
Prisons are also now required by the
prison and probation service to produce
a family and significant others strategy,
setting out how they will support children
and families.
At HMP Parc, in Bridgend, south Wales,
staff and schools work together on an awardwinning initiative to support the education of
children of offenders.
Parc is the only prison in the UK that
hosts parent/teacher afternoons. Introduced
in 2013, the termly ‘children’s showcase’ (see
page 25) was the idea of Julie Williams,
a family integration mentor for Invisible
Walls Wales (IWW). It is a Lottery-funded
project aimed at maintaining and improving
relationships between the male inmates and
their children and families.
“From the start we had a fabulous
response from schools,” says Julie. “To
alleviate some of the anxiety that teachers
may feel about going into a prison, we invite
them in some time before the showcase,
so they can see what it is like and ask any
questions, and we also say they can come to
the children’s showcase in pairs.”
continued on page 24
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winning a race at sports day or doing well in a
spelling test are all included.
“For that child, it’s really important.
Because the school is supportive of the visit,
there is less shame attached to it,” says Polly.

continued from page 23
Three months’ notice of the parent/
teacher event is given to allow schools
time to plan. Initially, some teachers were
understandably deterred from taking part
by the long journey to the prison in the
evening, so the showcase was rearranged
for the afternoon, with schools providing
cover to release staff. Teachers sometimes
take the child to the showcase themselves
if the other parent or caregiver can’t or
won’t attend.
A few schools can’t afford to provide
cover, so staff will put together some of the
child’s work for the parent to bring along and
a member of IWW staff, such as Julie, will
talk it through with the parent.
Keep the parent in the education loop
All practitioners working with children and
families affected by parental imprisonment
agree that keeping the parent in custody
linked in with their child’s education
significantly improves a child’s outcomes.
As far as possible, the parent inside
should be treated as if they are living on the
outside. Simple things such as sending school
reports to the imprisoned parent can help.
Polly gives an example of a teacher who
puts together a scrapbook with a child in her
class, who takes it on her weekly visits to her
dad. Achievements such as star of the week,

“Teachers are
able to relate far
better to the child’s
emotional needs
having been to
the prison.”
Julie Williams, IWW

Resources

In every school community there
are children affected by having a
parent or close relative in prison
or in the criminal justice system.

n Charity Children Heard and
Seen provides support to children
with a parent in prison:
childrenheardandseen.co.uk

If your child is in this situation please talk in confidence
to a member of staff. The school will do everything we
can to support your child.
Staff member with lead responsibility:

n Charity Barnardo’s runs a
range of courses for teachers and
other professionals working with
children affected by parental
imprisonment, as well as bespoke
workshops for your organisation:
nicco.org.uk/training
24
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n Safeguarding guidance for
schools and colleges published by
the Department for Education in
2019 advises teachers to contact
the National Centre of Information
on Children of Offenders for help on
supporting children: nicco.org.uk

This poster accompanies Children affected by the imprisonment of a family member: A handbook for schools developing good practice. Available from barnardospublications@barnardos.org.uk

A poster from Barnado’s charity, for schools to use to
highlight the support available to pupils
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Starting point: are you OK?
Support can take many forms, she adds, but
what most children want from their teacher
as a starting point is simple: they want to be
asked if they are OK.
“Lots of children tell us that. Often,
nobody is thinking about them. They are
given no choice about whether they make a
prison visit or not, and when the parent is
released nobody asks how they are feeling.”
Stuart agrees, also making the point
that support should be offered in a way that
doesn’t single the child out. “Often, children
just want the school to be aware of their
situation. No two cases are the same; no two
children are the same. It is important to treat
the child as an individual, listen to them and
make sure their needs are met.”
Timeout card for overwhelmed pupils
According to Susie Bryant, who delivers
training for Barnardo’s on the Isle of Wight,
children often feel overwhelmed. “It can be
really difficult for them to concentrate at
school or to attend. One thing that works well
with younger children is having a classroom
timeout card. So, if it does get too much, they
can just step back for a minute.”
Schools can also do a lot to normalise
having a parent in
prison, she says. At one
school, Finding Dad
(right), a book aimed at
eight- to 11-year-olds
about children with a
parent in prison, was set
as the class reader.
Talking to children
with a parent in custody
is important, but
teachers are often unconfident – even fearful
– about starting such a conversation, partly
because they may not be able to answer a
child’s questions, Susie says.
“You may not feel confident or have
all the answers, but do we always know the
answers to everything? There is nothing
wrong with saying ‘I’m not sure but I can go
and find out’.
“In education, if this is talked about
more, it won’t be such a hidden subject.”
continued opposite

The large visits hall at HMP Parc, where teachers will sit with children, prisoners and other caregivers to discuss school work

Prison visits: positive for pupils and teachers
Julie Williams, a family integration
mentor with the Invisible Walls Wales
project, describes the children’s
showcase event at HMP Parc, a men’s
prison in Wales.
For some children, the incarcerated parent
may be the only parent who has parental
responsibility for them – there may be child
protection procedures in place preventing
contact with the other parent.
With consent from the prisoner and/
or caregiver, we inform the child’s school
about the event. There is sometimes a little
resistance from families if they have not yet
informed the school about the parent in
prison, but we always promote the importance
of their child’s welfare and explain the
range of support mechanisms that a school
environment provides.
It is paramount that confidential and
sensitive information is not shared with the

“Child A is more
determined to do well
in spelling and maths
tests, as she wants to
earn certificates to
show dad. She says she
must do her best so she
can take her work to
show dad and he will be
proud of her.”

“Teachers spoke with
dad about the child’s
behaviour and attitude
to learning. Dad
reiterated how proud
he was and reinforced
the importance of
being good in school,
listening to the teacher
and attending
every day.”
reception staff at the school and child or
prisoner identities are not disclosed. Normally
we speak to the head teacher or head of
safeguarding who directs us to the appropriate
member of staff.
We emphasise that the event is a positive
session, allowing the child to feel at the centre
of the visit. This may be the first time their
dad has ever undertaken a parent/teacher
session and it can feel uncomfortable at first.
Our feedback, however, shows us that dad is
more likely to attend these events at the school
after release and then feels part of their child’s
academic journey.
The large visits hall (pictured above) at
the prison affords a comfortable and inviting
atmosphere where the teacher will be sat with
the child, prisoner and the other caregiver,
discussing the child’s school work and
progress. We provide refreshments and a light

buffet, as children always feed back that they
enjoy eating with their dads - something that
they greatly miss.
The event is very informal and children
are able to have physical contact with their
dads – again, something children tell us they
miss greatly.
We hold an opening ceremony
welcoming everyone to the event and
acknowledging in particular the support
that the schools provide to the event and
its outcomes. At the conclusion, we provide
certificates and take family photographs as
well as with the teacher.
Teachers tell us that they are able to relate
far better to the child’s emotional needs having
been to the prison. The child is now far better
supported and many children relay that the
teacher’s attendance has lifted feelings of anxiety
and shame towards their dad’s imprisonment.
For more details, email Julie.Williams@
uk.g4s.com or visit bit.ly/38nR7IR

“This fantastic event
enabled us to reach and
strengthen links with
families who are unable
to attend our school. All
staff involved should
be incredibly proud,
seeing so many families
benefit from it was very
heartwarming.”
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‘Utterly consumed by
a fragmented and
fragile system’
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Teacher Rachel Bannister tells Emily Jenkins about her six-year
struggle to access life-saving support for her anorexic daughter.
WHEN Rachel Bannister’s daughter,
Lucy, was first sent many miles
away from her home for mental
health treatment triggered, in part,
by school stress, she had no idea
that this would be the first of many
admissions. And she did not realise
that each time Lucy became ill she
would face the same uphill battle to
get the right treatment.
“Six years ago, we were just an ordinary
family,” says Rachel, a primary teacher
from Nottingham.
“I’m sure I felt back then that we were
somehow immune to serious mental illness.
After all, we were a robust and happy family
seemingly enjoying life without the insecurities
and instability that so many of us endure.”
So when Rachel first began to have
concerns about her eldest daughter, she felt
confident that her difficulties would pass and
that, “with perhaps a little extra support, we’d
overcome these challenges together as a tight
family unit. How wrong could I have been?”
Two years to get a diagnosis
When Lucy was 13, Rachel took her to
their GP who, after seeing how low her
body weight was, referred her to child and
adolescent mental health services (CAMHS).
It would end up taking them two years
via a “handful of erratic appointments” just
to diagnose Rachel’s daughter with anorexia
nervosa. By then, Lucy was so ill she had to
be hospitalised – but the family were told that
there were no beds available in the whole of
the country for Lucy’s specialist needs.
Rachel didn’t know what to do.
Diagnosable mental health disorders
affect one in every eight children – roughly
three in every classroom. According to
a recent report by mental health charity
YoungMinds, more than three-quarters
(77 per cent) of young people seeking
mental health support say that academic
pressure was a significant factor affecting
their mental health.
Yet fewer than one in three children and
young people get the support they need. Less
than one per cent of the total NHS budget is

77%

of young people
seeking mental health
support say academic
pressure was a
significant factor.
of the total NHS

LESS THAN budget is spent on

1%
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“Out of sheer
desperation I went
public with our
situation. Within
an hour, Lucy had
a bed. But it was
300 miles away
in Scotland.”
spent on children and young people’s mental
health services.
Ten months in hospital
Over the following weeks, Lucy became
more and more unwell as the family searched
for a bed. Finally, she was admitted to a
specialist inpatient unit more than 50 miles
from their home in Nottingham. Lucy, now

children and young
people’s mental
health services.

16, spent ten months in hospital and began
to recover.
However, the lack of outpatient care
provided by an underfunded CAMHS
meant that, once home, Lucy quickly began
to relapse and was “left languishing for four
weeks on a general paediatric ward” until
another bed was located – this time at a unit
100 miles from home.
So far from family and friends, and
without the structure and familiarity of her
previous hospital, Lucy continued to decline.
She began to self-harm and consider suicide.
“My daughter was at risk of dying. I will
never forget her saying to me, ‘Mum, I’ve had
enough. I want to die.’ I replied: ‘Lucy, stay
alive. If you can’t do it for yourself, do it for
your sisters and do it for me.’”
Realising her daughter was not
benefiting from the care provided in this
second unit, Rachel brought her home.
Within months of being home again without
any consistent outpatient care, Lucy needed
to be hospitalised for a third time.
But for a third time there were no beds.
300 miles for a bed
Rachel had had enough. “I came to the
realisation that merely hoping or asking
politely for what my daughter needed was no
longer enough, so I took the difficult decision,
out of sheer desperation, to go public with our
situation.” Within an hour of threatening to
go public she got Lucy a bed.
But it was 300 miles away in Scotland.
Lucy was now nearly 18 – it had been
four years since her initial GP visit.
“The grief and pain as I handed her
over to yet another team of clinicians,
continued on page 28
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continued from page 27
although mitigated by the warmth and
compassion of the Scottish staff, overwhelmed
me,” says Rachel.
Sadly, due to budget cuts, the care
provided at this hospital also began to decline,
and so did Lucy’s health.
“I don’t think that in the months that
followed our first doctor’s appointment I
once considered that this would take so
long, or that for the following six years our
whole family would be so utterly consumed
by a system so fragile and fragmented that
it would lead to me becoming so ill I would
need acute care, and my middle daughter
becoming so fraught with worry and sadness
by the long-distance separations that she
would develop post-traumatic stress disorder
and be unable to attend school.”
Six years on, Lucy, Rachel and her family
are beginning to recover, with Lucy now
managing to attend university – although
Rachel has concerns about the levels of

“I am not the
person I was
six years ago.
Neither are my
daughters. Today,
I describe myself
as a campaigner
and a survivor.”

pastoral care provided to vulnerable students.
But their family has been irrevocably changed.
After her ordeal, Rachel set up Time for
Action – Mental Health, which campaigns
for fully funded mental health provision. Last
September, she organised a mental-health
summit, which heard from speakers including
the activist filmmaker Ken Loach and
Shadow Health Secretary Jon Ashworth.

A campaigner and a survivor
“I am not the person I was six years ago.
Neither are my daughters. Somebody
recently described me as ‘too outspoken’
and ‘too political’, and initially I felt quite
taken aback. I do know,
however, that I too
describe myself very
differently today.
mentalhealth I am a campaigner
and a survivor. I
timefor
believe
myself lucky
action.org
to be both.”

Visit

ON Suicide Prevention Day on 10 September 2019,
Rachel organised for 200 pairs of shoes to be displayed
outside Parliament to represent the 200 school-aged
children who take their own lives each year – a figure
that has risen steadily over the last decade.
At the event, Rachel said: “How can we lose 200
school-aged children every year and this not result in
an outcry across the country and, most importantly,
here in Parliament?”
According to the Office for National Statistics,
204 children aged 10-19 took their own lives in
England and Wales in 2018. In the UK as a whole,
it was 263. The majority of those are male. Official
statistics do not permit deaths in under-10s to be
classified as suicides – something that the suicide
prevention charity Papyrus believes may obscure the
true scale of the problem.
“Suicide is not inevitable,” says Rachel. “Those
like myself who have survived dreadful ordeals have the
responsibility to speak out and take action on behalf
of those who cannot – those no longer here, and those
who don’t have the support and resources that I have
been lucky enough to possess.”
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For the children
no longer with us

Opinion

Cartoon by
Polly Donnison

The 10 men worth £9bn controlling our schools
Warwick Mansell

is a freelance
education journalist
and founder/writer of
educationuncovered.
co.uk

IT could be a quiz question for those with a
nerdy interest in education reform in England,
or just curiosity about how influence over our
classrooms has changed over the past 20 years.
What is the total wealth held by the
ten richest people involved in the control of
schools, via the academies programme?
The answer, which may make your jaw
drop, is just over £9 billion. I have reached
this figure having investigated a little-noticed
development in English schooling this century:
how a growing number of pupils are being
educated in state-funded schools which are
nevertheless under the almost total control of
the wealthy businessmen who “sponsor” them.
Those ten people, with fortunes starting
at £135 million, all serve near the top of the
governance structures of academy trusts, which

vary in size from running a single school to
approaching 50.
The richest I can find is Lord Bamford, a
Conservative peer and donor who is chair of
the mechanical digger firm JCB. His worth
was estimated this year at £4.15 billion.
The Bamford family control a University
Technical College in Staffordshire called the
JCB Academy, via their firm, JC Bamford
Excavators, which is allowed to appoint up to
five directors of the academy trust.
The set-up is similar to other wealthy
individuals. Lord Ashcroft, the Conservative
Party’s former deputy chairman, is worth
£1.28 billion. He “sponsors” an academy in
Wandsworth, London, where its constitution
shows he is in control of its governance.
A group of six schools based in Newcastle
upon Tyne is named after Lord Laidlaw, yet
another Tory donor – worth £791 million –
who, its constitution states, has the right to
appoint controlling “members” of this academy
trust, who then appoint its directors.
Businessman David Ross, who donated
£250,000 to the Conservatives in November,
runs an academy trust with 34 schools. Again,
it has been named after and is chaired by him.

Control of England’s sixth largest
academy chain, ARK Schools, sits with
four hedge fund magnates, three of whose
combined wealth was estimated this year as
£1.4 billion.
And the second largest, the Harris
Federation, with 47 schools, is under the
control of its founding “sponsor” – the Tory
peer and donor Lord Harris of Peckham.
Its constitution says he both has the right to
appoint up to 32 of its directors and to pass on
this right to his family after he dies.
Overall, at least 189 academies, educating
more than 100,000 pupils, are in the more-orless complete control of businessmen.
This phenomenon may be the most
under-the-radar change to have affected
English schools in recent decades.
Advocates will say we should appreciate
the willingness of successful business figures
to focus on schools and try to improve them.
But should we really be handing them
this degree of control?
We should at least be aware of what
is happening. If more people were, I think
the answer to that question would be an
emphatic “no”.
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Max Watson reports
from the first school
in Wales to be
accredited as
trauma and mental
health-informed.
BETHAN Jones almost quit teaching
two years ago when she resigned
from her first teaching job. She
loves teaching but felt unsupported
and overwhelmed by the workload
and stress – a familiar story for
NEU members.
However, Bethan has wanted to teach since
the age of eight, and couldn’t imagine doing
anything else. So after some supply work she
found Gladstone primary in Barry, south
Wales, and her work life has been completely
turned around by a whole school approach to
mental health and wellbeing.
“Work-life balance is taken seriously
and your wellbeing is genuinely valued,” she
tells Educate after an impassioned speech on
wellbeing at the NEU Cymru conference in
Newport. “I absolutely love my job now and I
love everything about my school.
“It’s just such a different approach,
where you feel valued and you feel important
as a person. We’ve got really, really strong
relationships within the school with each other.”
Nurturing environment
Bethan lists a plethora of small things
which combine to paint a picture of a school
ethos and culture that cares about wellbeing.
She talks about her “work family” and a
“nurturing environment”.
Regular coffee and catch-up mornings
are just one example. Staff check up on each
other’s wellbeing over a hot drink and some
cake. “It’s the whole school too, which is nice
because downstairs we hardly ever see upstairs.
“So it’s really nice to make sure the
whole school mixes and then we’ll talk about
whatever social events are coming up and use
that to say what’s going on, if you want to.”
Strong relationships in school also mean
staff are often praised, which has a positive
impact – especially on newer and more recently
qualified staff like Bethan.
30

“A sense of calm and joy.” Beano the therapy dog with year 1 students at Gladstone Primary School, Barry 												

Just teaching

These strong relationships are built and
maintained through social events. Staff recently
went on a scavenger hunt in Cowbridge and
planned a trip to a Christmas market in Bath.
This helps to “build support networks, boosts
staff morale and our ability to work effectively
as a team”.
Random acts of kindness
Gladstone staff also have a guardian angel
scheme, where staff pick a colleague’s name out
of a hat and think up random acts of kindness
– writing them a poem or simply making them
a cup of tea – to cheer them up.
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‘Dress down Friday’ at the end of the
month and a shout-out board, where team
members highlight others’ good work, are all
optional and Bethan says they make her smile.
As does a flexible management approach –
Bethan describes really appreciating being
granted a day’s unpaid leave during term to
attend a wedding in Ireland.
There is a very open culture towards
mental health at Gladstone. Bethan, like many
of her colleagues, is a trained mental health
first aider (see page 32) – she completed her
course with the NEU last year. “Mental health
is acknowledged and talked about. It is so

“Our senior
leadership team
tell us: you need
your time with
your family, doing
things for your
wellbeing, in order
to come back
refreshed.”
Bethan Jones
different in its approach to staff wellbeing? It’s
the first school in Wales to be accredited as a
trauma and mental health-informed school.
This accreditation, from Trauma Informed
Schools UK (TISUK), is a whole school
approach to supporting the mental health
needs of all staff and pupils by building strong
relationships (see page 32).
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from the heart
lovely to be in such a nurturing and caring
environment where you don’t have to be afraid
to admit you are having a bad day or that you
need a break.”
“The school is not for everyone,” Bethan
concedes. More than one in five of the 480
pupils have special educational needs. More
than a quarter (27 per cent) are eligible for
free school meals (the average for Wales is
19 per cent).
The most common cause of stress for
school staff is an unmanageable workload.
So management have also introduced
measures to streamline marking – for

example, through the introduction of Seesaw,
a digital marking toolkit which Bethan says
made her life much easier (web.seesaw.me).
And there is a ban on work-related texts from
school after 7pm on a weeknight and during
weekends, except for notifications about
birthdays or social gatherings.
“Our SLT say: ‘You need your time with
your family, doing things for your wellbeing,
in order to come back in refreshed.’” Bethan
summarises working at Gladstone: “I feel
appreciated and respected in my job. All school
staff should feel the same.”
Why is Gladstone’s leadership team so

Children struggling to cope
Caroline Newman, the head teacher, told
Educate this journey began five or six years
ago after witnessing increasing mental health
difficulties among pupils. “We were seeing
children in real anguish, really struggling to
cope with what the mainstream throws at
them and what we were expecting of them.”
In 2015, Public Health Wales NHS
Trust published a study on adverse childhood
experiences (ACE) and the detrimental impact
these have later in life. One in seven adults
aged 18-69 in Wales had experienced four or
more ACEs, they found. Just under half (47
per cent) had experienced at least one.
“We’ve got a tidal wave approaching us
and we need to be working in a very different
way,” says Caroline. “So we decided to look at
what we could do to support these children.”
After qualifying as a trauma-informed
practitioner herself, 11 of her staff will soon
be qualified practitioners. The approach
requires empathy, conversations, building of
relationships and creating safe spaces for pupils.
But it’s not a quick fix: “It’s emotionally
draining and we’ve got to look after the staff
as well.” Caroline compares their needs to a
jug. “If you are full of angst and anxiety and
continued on page 32
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The vital role of CAMHS
In relation to the underfunding of child and
adolescent mental health services (CAMHS),
Caroline says: “We can never replace what
CAMHS do and I don’t think we’re setting
up to do that. There are always going to be
children who need those services, absolutely.”
Caroline is obviously proud of the
recognition of Gladstone’s approach as the
first trauma-informed school in Wales.
“I’m incredibly grateful to the staff and the
dedication they show to the children, the
support from children and their parents too.”
Just as Bethan wishes all staff in schools
could feel as nurtured and supported as she
does, Caroline also hopes more schools come
on board. “We’re just an average school, with
no special resources. But I think we teach
from the heart.”

continued from page 31
stress then one little further drop will make
the jug overflow. So we need to make sure we
are there for staff, and the staff are there for
each other.”
Psychologist and a comfy staff room
“Senior leaders are always available to support
staff. And we’ve got a comfortable staff room
that is particularly designed for downtime,”
Caroline says.
Staff also have regular professional
supervision from a trained psychologist. “So the
staff have got professional time to offload and
to get that support. That’s hugely important.
“It’s quite remarkable actually, it’s an
amazing place: we come in, we’ll have a cry, we’ll
laugh, swear or whatever. And the staff retention
here is very, very good. It is a tough environment
but also massively rewarding.”
Caroline and Bethan clearly both have
a soft spot for Beano, the school therapy dog
(right). “She just brings a sense of calm and joy
across the school,” Caroline says. “She helps
to regulate children who are struggling and
just fills our happiness levels – and not just the
children. She’s absolutely incredible.”
Their trauma-informed approach might
raise questions for educators who aren’t – and
don’t seek to become – qualified as medical
professionals. “We have got to be very mindful
as to what we are placing on our staff,”
Caroline says. “We’re not medics. We’re not
clinical psychologists. We’re not psychiatrists.
“What we are is a school that has a higher
level of understanding of how and why children
may behave in certain ways.”

“Beano the
therapy dog brings
Mental health
a sense of calm
first aid (MHFA)
and joy across
A recent review into MHFA training
concluded that it increases
the school. She
familiarity with the symptoms and
reasons for mental health
helps to regulate possible
issues in young people, and can have
children who are a positive impact in schools.
However, MHFA providers
acknowledge that key barriers to
struggling.”
the training’s effectiveness include
Caroline Newman

“tensions around school’s academic
performance and a lack of funding
for mental health professionals”.

Read the full report at bit.ly/37Wnq1t

What is a trauma
informed school?
Trauma Informed Schools UK (TISUK) aims to
support children and adolescents whose mental
health difficulties can cause barriers to learning.
TISUK offers training to “empower
and enable key staff to be able to respond
effectively to mild to moderate mental health
problems” among pupils, to help children
before they become mentally unwell.
It also claims its approach can lead
to a reduction in staff stress-related illness
and improve staff retention. TISUK is an
educational non-profit organisation working in
association with the Centre for Child Mental
Health. Visit traumainformedschools.co.uk
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Bethan Jones addressing the NEU Cymru conference in Newport in November, where she put forward a
motion on staff wellbeing 		
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A class act

“I know what my purpose is now”
Dr Meryl Batchelder (pictured) is a
science subject leader at Corbridge
Middle School in Northumberland,
and was one of the first UN-accredited
climate change teachers. Max Watson
finds out what makes her a class act.
MERYL is a committed environmentalist. She
started teaching ten years ago in her 40s, but
when she was diagnosed with breast cancer
in 2016 and undergoing chemotherapy, she
started to really consider how her classes could
be more relevant.
“I don’t know how long I’ve got left on
the planet – none of us do. And we don’t
necessarily have that long as humans on
the planet either,” she says.
Rather than camping out in
Trafalgar Square with Extinction
Rebellion protestors, she says: “I’m in
school, educating the young people
for tomorrow.”
Part of her would like to be on the
streets, “because I think it’s that serious”.
“But it’s not about giving up my
job and walking away. It’s about,
where’s my strength? My
strength is with my pupils in
my classroom,” she says.
Meryl weaves climate
change into what she sees
as a limited curriculum,
using skills gained from
the UN-accredited
climate change course,
which she completed
last April (see the eco
issue of Educate Nov/
Dec). She also uses
the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals
(SDGs) in her teaching.
So when
she teaches about
combustion, she links
it to SDG 13: Climate
Action. Her children
“totally get it”, she says,
and she regularly gets
thanked as they leave
her class. “When I relate
minerals and elements in
mobile phones to the issue
of conflict minerals, children

“These kids are
only 12 years old.
They are totally
up for this. They
understand what
needs to be done.”
go, ‘Wow! You’ve totally
blown my mind!’” she says.
Working together for
all our futures
After becoming a climate
change teacher, she
decided to spend a couple
of weeks on the subject,
rather than cram it into
one lesson.
“So we
looked in
detail
at the
causes
and

effects of climate change worldwide and we
thought about mitigation strategies – how we
all need to work together to stop this, whether
you’re a big business or a government official,
whether you’re a politician or a 12-year-old.”
The children then sent more than 40
postcards to their MP.
“We got a lovely four-page letter back.
At least he knows that although these
children might not be on the streets and they
don’t have a vote, they do have a voice.
“I totally enrich the curriculum,” she says,
referring to the new Ofsted framework. “And
I run very popular extracurricular lunchtime
eco-clubs where kids get to think about what’s
happening, but also come up with creative
solutions. We need to make sure that kids
are responsible enough to look after their
environment, and are resilient to change.”
Last year her school won a national award
for a sustainability project at the annual Big
Bang Fair of science in Birmingham.
“These kids are only 12 years old. They are
totally up for this. They understand what needs
to be done.”
The tide is turning
Parents apparently get it too. When her
head teacher posted a photo of Meryl on the
school’s Facebook page, congratulating her
on becoming one of the first UN-accredited
climate change teachers, more than 250
parents and carers liked the post. It’s usually
more like 20.
“The tide is turning,” she says. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report in 2018, Greta Thunberginspired school strikes, and the emergence
of Extinction Rebellion were all part of the
tipping point.
“A thousand times more engaged”
Teaching climate change has been “absolutely
enriching” for Meryl as a professional. “I’m
a thousand times more engaged with my
teaching now. It’s encompassed my life. If I
just taught the national curriculum, I’d walk
out the door tomorrow. I know what my
purpose is now.”
Follow Meryl on Twitter @merylbatchelder

Do you know a class act?

If you know someone who is a class act,
send their details to educate@neu.org.uk
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Organising forum news

Life after work
MAUREEN Salter charts her
sometimes daunting but ultimately
energising journey of getting involved
in the NEU’s retired members’
national organising forum.

April 2019

An interesting email has dropped into my inbox
from the union asking for self-nominations
for organising forums, the NEU groups which
work to promote grassroots activity.
There is a retired members’ one! I kept up
my membership when I retired in 2010 and
almost got involved several times, so maybe
this is my chance. I spend a lot of time on
the nomination form but fear my chances of
being chosen are low.

May 2019

I’ve got it! A lovely email from the union to
thank me for my commitment and inviting
me to a regional meeting in June. The effort
spent on the nomination form was worth it.
Then again, I’m also the only member
listed for the forum from my region (South
West). Perhaps I’m not as skilled in the art of
persuasion as I thought.… feet firmly back on
the ground.
Nevertheless, I am excited about getting
back involved in the union and education.

June 2019

At the regional meeting, I know no one,
no one knows me and the first part of the

meeting is incomprehensible. What have
I done?
I resist the urge to get up and run and
eventually work out that there are quite a
few new people and most of us are a bit
overwhelmed. This is the grain of comfort I
need to settle.
We are assured that the purpose and
work of these organising forums will be much
clearer after we attend the national meetings.
There are also additional nominations and
my OF (as I now fondly think of it) is fully
populated.
I spend the rest of the meeting trying to
get to grips with the issues and acronyms.

5 November 2019

It’s my first national meeting in London and
I’m out of the house by 7am despite an alarm
clock failure, armed with an agenda and a very
useful map. I park in Ealing and manage to
reach my destination in good time.
As the meeting gets under way it is
clear that the people sitting round the table
bring a huge breadth of experience and skills
with them; from those who have always
been highly involved and active – running
groups, attending conferences and producing
newsletters – to those like me who are very
new to this active stuff.
In true educational style, we are divided
into groups and asked to come up with three
ideas for this new OF.
As we pull the ideas together the
beginning of a plan emerges. What is clear
is that we need to access information about

Get involved – the role of the OF
n We support members on issues related to retirement, such as pensions,
finances, social life and health.
n We encourage more retired members to become active in education, such as
volunteering in schools and campaigning.
n We encourage retired members to take part in local and national NEU activities.
n If you’re a retired member, let us know what you think. We hope to get a survey
out to you in the next few months. In the meantime, if you have ideas/issues to
contribute please contact us via your clive.dunkley@neu.org.uk
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“I am excited
about getting
back involved in
the union and
education.”
Maureen Salter
retired members – maybe a survey to elicit
retired members’ views? Actions are agreed,
minutes are recorded and future meeting
dates set.
By mid-afternoon things are drawing to a
close. Conversations as we leave reflect on the
positive start and I begin my return journey
feeling energized and quite a bit younger!

And if you are at the
start of your career…
THE NEU has partnered with the Times
Educational Supplement (Tes) to bring you
the NEU Hub.
From understanding your role as
a classroom leader to your rights and
responsibilities as a teacher, it is designed
to provide advice and guidance to help you
thrive in your first few years.
Visit tes.com/shape-the-future-of-education

Ask the union
Co-habitation and pensions

DURING a chat with retired teacher friends
about pensions, it transpired that widows or
widowers who co-habit with a new partner
risk losing the pension they receive from their
deceased partner. Surely this is unfair?
Whether a pension is stopped on co-habitation
or remarriage depends on when the member
on whose service the survivor pension is based
left teaching.
If the member left on or after 1 January
2007, then there is no issue with any
subsequent co-habitation or remarriage. If the
member left on or before 31 December 2006,
however, the pension would be stopped on
co-habitation or remarriage. There is a similar
pattern in most public sector schemes, though
the transition date varies.
The Government’s argument is based on
the doctrine of “no retrospection”, whereby
members retire based on the set of statutory
regulations which apply at the time. While
the benefit structure can’t be worsened postretirement, it also can’t be improved.
The NEU opposes cessation of pension
on remarriage or co-habitation. It denies
people the chance for companionship in later
life and treats dependants as chattels of their
previous spouse.

Which agency can I trust?

I WANT to do some part-time supply work
before I look for a full-time teaching post. If
I can’t find direct supply work with a school,
how do I find a reputable agency?
You’re right to be cautious; some agencies
bamboozle teachers with complicated contracts
and hidden deductions.
Try to secure direct supply work with a
school if you can. If you take the agency route,
get in touch with your NEU regional office
and ask for the contact details for supply
officers and organising representatives. Supply
members in the region can identify agencies
to avoid.
Check with the agency that you will
be paid under the PAYE scheme, not under
an umbrella company arrangement (which
can lead to reduced pay) and not under a
guaranteed hours contract, which are to be
revoked from April 2020. Before you agree
to anything, ask for a copy of the contract,
a detailed pay illustration and a full pay
reconciliation listing any costs, charges and
deductions. See neu.org.uk/supply

Supply agency reduced my pay

I AM an agency teacher and have been given
a zero-hours contract. My daily rate is M6,
£189 per day, but that has been reduced
to £165 per day. The agency refuses to say
exactly what the deduction is for. Can they
make this deduction?
The first question is “can the agency make
deductions without informing you what they
are for” – to which the answer is “no”.
Your agency should provide a specific
breakdown of payroll deductions. It cannot
simply refuse to tell you.
Your agency must provide you with a
payslip, which should show your earnings
before and after any deductions; the amounts
of any variable/fixed deductions; and the
number of hours you worked in that period.
Your agency is only allowed to make
deductions in certain situations, for example
where it is required or allowed by law (in
particular for National Insurance, income tax
or student loan repayments) and where your
contract provides that the agency can.
The deduction you describe may well
be for National Insurance and workplace
pension, but the only way you will know
is once you are given a proper payslip as
described above.

What next for our pensions?

FOLLOWING the judges’ and firefighters’
pensions case, I’ve been approached by
solicitors to take out an individual employment
tribunal claim. What should I do?
There is no need for members to do anything.
Any compensation payable will automatically
apply across the public sector.
This stems from a court case when
pension schemes changed in 2014 and 2015.
Younger people were moved into career average
schemes while members near retirement were
allowed to stay in final salary schemes. Judges
and firefighters lodged cases claiming this was
unlawful age discrimination – and won.
The Government has been refused leave
to appeal to the Supreme Court following its
Court of Appeal defeat. It must now compensate
those people who lost out. It isn’t yet clear what
compensation will be payable to teachers and
support staff or when it will be payable.

Please write

Send your queries to: Ask the union,
Educate, NEU, Hamilton House,
Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD or
email educate@neu.org.uk Questions for
the March/April issue should reach us no
later than 31 January.
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International
Bolton NEU has been busy cultivating links with educators
from Nablus in the Palestinian West Bank, reports teacher
and NEU member Julia Simpkins.

Our friends in Nablus
AT the beginning of November, we
welcomed four visitors from Nablus
on a week-long visit to Bolton.
Ahmad Sawallah is Nablus’ director of
education, Hosni Owda is chair of a
community centre in Askar refugee camp
on the city’s outskirts, Hazem Man teaches
English in a secondary school and Yousra
Thiab teaches close to an illegal settlement
south of the city.
They visited Essa Academy and Bolton
Muslim Girls’ School, which we hope to
twin with schools in Nablus. They were
interested in the use of detention as a
deterrent to poor behaviour and enjoyed
watching English classes.
They spoke to Bolton MPs about the US
withdrawal of funding to the United Nations’
Palestinian aid agency, UNRWA, and its effect
on education and health in the refugee camps.
They met the mayor and the director of
education for Bolton. They also visited the
Destitution Project and were interested to see
how it supports refugees in Bolton.
They took a trip to Blackpool, where they
loved the illuminations and had fun writing
their names in the sand on the beach. Only
one of the delegation had ever seen the sea
before, and that was only as a child (West
Bank Palestinians have no access to the sea).
We had a wonderful evening at Bolton
Socialist Club. Former NUT president Louise
Regan, who has led a number of the NEU
delegations to Palestine, joined a discussion
about education, and explained how the Israeli
authorities erase many aspects of Palestinian
life from children’s textbooks – from pictures of
people wearing Arab keffiyeh scarves to photos
of Israeli soldiers on the streets. We showed
My Name Is Saleh, a wonderful film produced
by the union in association with the children’s
charity Edukid (see youtu.be/LhBNnxddBC8).
The Palestinians’ visit followed a trip by a
small group of teachers from Bolton
36

“The head teacher
explained how
the school has
a member of staff
on lookout duty
at all times.”

to Nablus during the October half term.
We visited some of the schools we might
twin with.
One school in the south of Nablus has
had some of its grounds seized by settlers.
Staff showed us handfuls of canisters where
teargas and sound bombs had been fired at
the school. The head teacher explained how
they have one member of staff on lookout
duty at all times so if soldiers or settlers
approach the school they can get the students
inside and close the windows.
The school has several polytunnels
where they grow tomatoes, cucumbers and
fiery rocket. The students grow the fruit and
vegetables themselves and sell it, raising
money not only for the school but the local
community. They are looking for funding to
buy cows and goats so they can start training
the students to make cheese and yoghurt,
which they could sell locally.
We met the 12 children who have been
chosen to visit Bolton in 2020, and asked
their families to sign the paperwork. Some
children who stayed in Bolton last year
came along to help people fill in the forms –
including Yumna, who is now at university
and spoke about what an amazing experience
it was coming to the UK.
I took money with me to cover the cost
of their visas, and we are now raising money
for passports and flights.

To donate, email julia.simpkins@neu.org.uk

The polytunnels where students grow fruit and vegetables; and canisters that had been fired at the school
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Unequal opportunity

Only three per cent of Black South Africans have a tertiary
qualification compared to 18 per cent of white South Africans.

Apartheid’s legacy lingers in education
Mabutho Cele
is deputy
president of the
South African
Democratic
Teachers’ Union
(SADTU) and
convenor of the
Commonwealth
Teachers’ Group (CTG). He recently
visited the UK where he spoke to
Educate’s Rebecca Branford about the
state of education in South Africa.
OUR education system has its roots in the
apartheid system of education, which had a
lot of challenges, particularly for the majority
of Black African, Indian and coloured [mixed
ancestry] schools – but even the white schools,
because at the time, our education system was
based on race.
Since the advent of democracy in 1994,
our government is trying very hard to bring
about equity and democracy, and to ensure that
every child has access to education.
Five categories for funding distribution
Our schools have been sorted into five
categories – quantile one up to quantile five.
Quantile one is the poorest of the poor, quantile
five are those who are better off. In the first four
quantiles there are no fees and free meals, and
funding is distributed in that form as well to try
and uplift the rural and the township schools to
that of the formal high schools.
Township and rural schools have a
problem with their infrastructure. They will
often not have something as basic as a toilet,
with both teachers and learners using peat
toilets. Class sizes are huge and there is a lack
of resources, school libraries and laboratories.
The government is trying to introduce
a three-tier system of education – academic,
vocational and technical – because not every
child will go to university. As a union, we
welcome that change, because we have been
arguing that the education system cannot be
one-size-fits-all.
I was born in the township of Umlazi,
south of Durban. My parents were unemployed
– I can’t remember them ever working – so
my grandfather paid my school fees, and later

Class sizes remain a major problem in some South African schools

“We learnt more
about the history
of Britain and
Europe than about
African history.”
on an older cousin paid for me to attend the
college of education where I did my teacher’s
diploma. And after that I began teaching.
My involvement in the union was linked
to the struggle against apartheid, because
we were introduced to the struggle at a very
young age. I finished my basic education in
1989. Before 1990, there were many small
associations of teachers, but the then president
of the African National Congress (ANC) said
it was high time that South African teachers
form one professional union to unite all the
teachers in the country. And so SADTU
was formed in 1990, which was also the year
Nelson Mandela was released. It was a very
exciting time indeed.
I started teaching in 1994, the very same
year of our freedom. I was in the first crop of
teachers in a democratic South Africa.

PHOTO by fivepointsix/Shutterstock.com

At the time, there was a call for
decolonising education. Since then there
has been a lull, some kind of a honeymoon
period – I think it was the excitement of
freedom – however the call has now been
rejuvenated, which means taking a fresh look
at the curriculum.
Fresh look at decolonising education
In our schools, we learn more about the
history of Britain and Europe than about
African history, let alone our own history.
And our education system entrenches a view
that Black people are inferior. We are good
for collecting water and doing domestic work,
but not contributing to the development and
transformation of society for the better.
We must be able to develop a curriculum
where we see each other as human beings. That
is what we mean by decolonising education.
But now it’s very exciting to see we’re
beginning to call for such things, to say: “Let’s
put more democracy in our education. Let’s
talk about equity, human rights, dignity.”
Across the globe, particularly in Africa,
teaching has been de-professionalised.
The voice of teachers is not taken into
consideration. But if you want to develop
any country, develop the region, develop
the continent, develop the globe, it means
education must be your priority.
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Reviews
Jon Biddle, English lead and NEU rep at Moorlands Primary in
Norfolk, is passionate about fostering a love of reading for pleasure.
Here he shares ideas and tips for schools to try.

Magical mystery tour for parents
AS part of our efforts to build a genuine
school reading community at Moorlands, we
are always looking for simple ways to engage
parents as well as demonstrate to pupils that
adults also read for pleasure.
Earlier this year we launched the Mystery
Book for parents and carers. An unknown book
is placed into an opaque plastic folder (below),
along with a small notebook. The folder is
then given to a parent, who reads the book and

“Simple ways to
demonstrate to
pupils that adults
also read for
pleasure.”
adds a short comment to the notebook, before
returning it to the school for another parent.
In order to increase interest, the idea was
first introduced in one of our parent celebration
assemblies, with a flyer sent home for parents
to complete if they wanted to take part. The
first reply came back almost immediately and,
by the end of the week, almost 40 parents had
signed up.
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(Above) Jon Biddle in the classroom, and the first two books chosen for parents to read.
(Below) Reviews from parents who read the books. (Left) The plastic folder concealing the
Mystery Books

The following week, the books were given
to two randomly selected parents, along with
simple instructions (read and enjoy the book,
write a short comment, return the book and
don’t tell parents who haven’t read it what it is!).
When selecting which books to use, we
deliberately went for reasonably short texts
that would be accessible to the majority of
our parents without them feeling daunted.
We often go with poetry or collections of
short stories as they can be dipped into over
a few days. As it was a few weeks before
Remembrance Day when we launched the
initiative, the first two books chosen
were Armistice Runner by Tom
Palmer and What Are We Fighting
For? by Brian Moses and Roger
Stevens (above).
It has been fantastic to see
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Read
more
small groups of parents
ideas from
discussing the books in the
Jon next
playground, as well as to see
issue
the excitement in the children
when they take one home.
The plan for the end of the year is to
invite all the parents who have taken part
(as well as any others who are interested) in
to school to enjoy some refreshments, discuss
the books and help us select possible
future texts.
Follow @jonnybid

Know good educational websites and apps?

Let us know if you’d like to review them –
email us at educate@neu.org.uk

Rebel Without a Pause

Creating Excellence in
Primary School Playtimes
WITH up to half of
children’s only play
experience being at
school, it is imperative
that breaktimes are
high quality.
Michael Follet’s
informative book
seeks to ensure
this by delivering
practical tips to upskill staff. Based on
his outdoor play and learning (OPAL)
programme, he provides advice and
case studies to show how to ensure
playtime benefits the whole child.
He explains how to bring challenge,
creativity and imagination into
breaktime.
These initiatives need not be costly.
The author offers water and sand, for
example, as a stimulating and costeffective alternative to expensive static
equipment. A helpful book.

REBEL Without a Pause is an entirely appropriate title for
this book by Hank Roberts, the campaigner against academies
and corruption as well as asbestos in schools.
This book does more than simply recount what he has
achieved in his seven decades – including inspiring campaigns
at Sladebrook and Copland schools and for professional unity.
At times brutally frank, explicit and self-critical, Hank
has been able to evaluate and re-evaluate much of what he
has been able to achieve. Honest recognition that some of his
earlier activities were not as appropriate as he thought at the
time provides a degree of both humility and reflection on the
more shocking aspects of his story.
What is clear is that Hank has never lacked self-belief,
a profound sense of justice, determination and doggedness.
Hank simply never gives up.
Jerry Glazier

Rebel Without a Pause, by Hank Roberts. Independently published. £10.

I Live in Havana
THIS is the charming tale of one young girl’s life in
Havana, told in both English and Spanish.
It gives readers an understanding not only of what it is
like to live in Cuba, but also the priority the country places
on children and their development.
Simple to follow with colourful images, it’s ideal
for opening a window to young children on how their
counterparts around the world live and how their lives
compare. Many areas are covered such as families,
schooling, food, national holidays and recreation with
something new learnt on every page.
A great start to exploring the rest of the world.

Sian Sparrow

I Live in Havana by Jordan Lancaster Ortega. Xlibiris Publishing. £15.99.

The Weight of a Thousand Feathers
A DEEPLY moving story
by award-winning author
Brian Conaghan.
Written in the first person
from teenage carer Bobby
Seed’s point of view, it is the
story about the challenges he
has looking after his mother
and younger brother. When
Bobby joins a carers’ support
group, he makes an unlikely
friend in Lou.
Poetry is interspersed
within the novel. Realistic and

raw, this story is a harrowing
portrayal of the demands
of being a young carer. It
contains strong language and
adult themes that resonate
with you long after the novel
has been read.
Ideal for teenagers and a
story that adults will also find
thought-provoking.

Cindy Shanks
Creating Excellence in Primary School Playtimes:
How to Make 20% of the School Day 100% Better, by
Michael Follett. Jessica Kingsley Publishers. £14.99.

What is Terrorism?
WRITTEN by child
psychologists, What
is Terrorism? helps
adults talk to children
about this tricky
subject.
It covers a range
of key but difficult
questions such
as: “Why do some
people and groups use terrorism?”
and “What are adults doing to prevent
societies being hurt by terrorism?”
The book is short and uses simple
language and effective illustrations,
making it accessible to children aged
7+ to be read alongside an adult.
Explanations are clear, providing
answers for a difficult subject which
is frequently exposed to children in
the media.

Cindy Shanks

Aliss Langridge
What is Terrorism? A Book to Help Parents,

The Weight of a Thousand

Teachers and Other Grown-ups Talk with Kids

Feathers by Brian Conaghan.

about Terror by Atle Dyregrov, Magne Raundalen

Bloomsbury. £12.99.

and William Yule. JK publishers. £8.99.
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Letters
What about veganism?

Editor’s note
Reading Educate won’t cost the earth

IT was heartening to read Max
Watson’s feature on greening the
curriculum and there are clearly
schools throughout the country
working hard in this essential area.
But surely any teacher
seriously concerned about global
food sustainability and CO2
reduction – lynchpins to tackling
climate change – has a duty to
educate themselves and their
pupils about the key roles of
‘conventional’ farming and dietary
practices on climate change?
None of the schools in the
article appear to be addressing
this. Could the reason be that,
armed with such knowledge,
teachers and pupils could no
longer ignore the role of their
Big Mac in the hacking down
of the Amazon rainforest, or of
the milk they drink in the high
levels of methane emissions,
which significantly contribute
to global warming, as recognised
by the UN?
The logical outcome is
the adoption of a plant-based
diet and lifestyle. Dare I say it?
Veganism. As more and more
young people embrace a plantbased lifestyle isn’t it time to
widen the classroom climate

WE received a lot of letters from readers this month congratulating
us on our climate emergency-themed issue but saying it had
prompted them to opt out of receiving a print copy of Educate on
the grounds of saving resources.
The magazine is printed on 100 per cent recycled (and
recyclable) paper and delivered in a compostable potato-starch
wrapper (pictured). And it is worth bearing in mind that the
production of paper and print represents only a tiny fraction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
We are also
developing an
I AM 100% COMPOSTABLE
Things you can do with educate’s wrapping:
app that will
1. Put me on your compost heap.
I am
allow you to read
2. Put me in your green garden waste bin.
plastic
3. Put me in your kitchen food waste caddy.
our content with
free
4. Use me as a liner for your kitchen food waste caddy.
ease on your
smartphone.
FULFILMENT BY SOLU4IONS www.solu4ions.co.uk

Celebrating TAs –
a breath of fresh air

IT was lovely to read about the
school in Manchester celebrating
teaching assistants (Educate, Nov/
Dec, page 41).
As a higher learning
teaching assistant (HLTA) in an
inner city school in Birmingham
I have found that the role of a TA
isn’t always a happy one. Many
schools have cut back on TA jobs
or put pressure on TAs to take
on duties that are not within

If undelivered, return to:
Membership and Subscriptions, National Education Union,
Hamilton House, Mabledon Place, London WC1H 9BD

their remit. We often feel we
must put up with things in order
to remain employed.
At the start of the school
year we were told we may have
to restructure the workforce if
people were off with illnesses.
HLTAs have a 50 per cent
teaching commitment and no
time to mark books.
No-one feels appreciated, so
to read that a school celebrates
TAs was a breath of fresh air.
Name withheld

polywrap.indd 1

28/11/2019 15:43

Teacher’s pet Zazu
Zazu is the tabby cat of primary school teacher
Patrick Dignan who lives on the Isle of Wight.
“Zazu, our glorious tabby cat, is nine years old.
He helps my work-life balance by sitting in any
box or tray that I bring home from school.
“After reading Judith Kerr’s Mog’s Christmas
in class, the children were astonished at just
how similar Zazu and Mog look.
“When Zazu isn’t exploring outside, he’s a
great listener and loves company.”
If you have a treasured pet you’d like to show off, email a
high-resolution photo with 50 words about what makes them
so special to educate@neu.org.uk
40
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change debate to include these
key issues?
Rita Goddard, Suffolk

Error in our error code

WHILE I agree with the content
of A class act (Educate, Nov/Dec,
page 33), as a retired IT adviser,
can I say the headline is not
actually correct.
If you were to search
you would not get Error 404
using ‘young Black women in
computing’ as this is the code for
‘Page Not Found’. This usually
occurs when you type in a URL
incorrectly or the page is down.
As they say in Private Eye, I
really must get out more. Keep up
the good work.
Tim Kitchen, Walsall
A class act

‘When I look for young Black women in
computing I get an Error 404: Not Found’
Paulette Watson (pictured) tells
Emily Jenkins how she inspires girls
and disadvantaged children to get
into coding.
PAULETTE Watson has loved computers
since she was a child. Sadly, however, she found
the computing classes she received at school
to be disenfranchising and “boring” – lacking
the role models that represented her as a young
Black woman.
Rather than shying away, however, she
has made it her mission to change things for
the next generation. And now the computer
science teacher from Newham has received the
prestigious WinTrade Women in Engineering
Award for her work doing just that.
‘I got to the top of the mountain’
“When I heard my name I was like: ‘Wow!’”
says Paulette happily. “I got a standing ovation
and I was so overwhelmed. It felt like I got to
the top of the mountain.”
The award, which recognises “consistent
integrity and progressive thinking” within the
engineering sector, was awarded to Paulette
for her “trailblazing” work when it comes to
women in science, technology, engineering
and maths (STEM), particularly through her
organisation Academy Achievers.
The not-for-profit organisation, of which
Paulette is chief executive, offers children from
disadvantaged backgrounds in Newham the
chance to access educational programs and,
through STEM-related activities, learn and
aspire to a future in science or technology.

“The problem is
how STEM is taught
– young girls can’t
relate to it.”
“There’s a gender gap in STEM,” explains
Paulette. “There are not enough women and
not enough Black women. I think the problem
is how it’s taught – young girls can’t relate. So
the way I work is to make it creative and find
ways to integrate art into STEM.”
One such example is Paulette’s #BeMe
project where she is working with girls to look
at how a hair product is made. “They have to
look at how you create the chemical solution
for their hair product – it’s creative but it all
links back to science and technology.”
A teacher for 12 years and now working
as supply alongside her other projects, Paulette
talks passionately about her work with
disadvantaged, vulnerable and disaffected
young people.
“The way their learning changes is
mind-blowing. For example, not only does
computing give them the skills for good
jobs in the future, but things like learning
to code and creating flow charts are about
problem solving, so they end up taking
that logic and apply the same process to
dealing with friends or family. It builds
their confidence in life.”
Paulette also wants to

encourage more teachers – especially women
and Black women – to join the profession.
“We have a recruitment crisis when it
comes to computer science. It’s massively
dropped and there’s going to be a huge skills
gap in a few years.”
So Paulette is working to nationally roll
out teacher training in the subject. “But there’s
a problem – there aren’t enough people to even
run the training.”
Paulette isn’t a woman to give up easily
though. “What I want is for teachers to feel my
passion so I can ignite their passion.
“It’s so important for people to
understand why computing, STEM, and
technology are so important, so they can instil
that in future generations.”

In January, Academy Achievers will be hosting
a robotics/STEM competition with Institute of
Educational Technology and Lego League.
Visit academyachievers.co.uk

But is it CS or is it ICT?
Paulette explains the difference between computer science (CS) and
information and communications technology (ICT).
CS is about creating new applications for computers. You need an understanding of:
n Decomposition – breaking down a complex problem or system into smaller,
more manageable parts;
n Pattern recognition – looking for similarities among and within problems;
n Abstraction – focusing on the important information only, ignoring
irrelevant detail;
n Algorithms – developing a step-by-step solution to the problem, or the
rules to follow to solve the problem.
ICT is about how to best employ the programs already out there. You
need to know what application exists, how to interact with them, how
they are best used and how to troubleshoot problems.
educate Your magazine from the National Education Union
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Please write The editor welcomes your letters but reserves the right to edit them.
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Letters for the March/April issue should reach us no later than 31 January. Please note we cannot print letters sent in without a name
and postal address (or NEU membership number), although we can withhold details from publication if you wish.

Time to right this gross
pension inequality

Star letter
Ukulele vs recorder debate continues
WHY teach the ukulele rather than the recorder? (Educate, Nov/Dec, page 40).
Answer: ukuleles are unobtrusive instruments. Three chords and you have achieved the object. Tick!
If half the class is strumming on the wrong chord it will not spoil the effect. Tick! No melody involved, no
skill involved on the part of the teacher, no music-reading involved. Tick!
If you’re attempting to teach the recorder there are issues of music reading and wrong notes. Recorders
cannot be taught in a class situation, no matter how many people say they can. I am speaking as a music
teacher of some 45 years’ experience.
The music-lite ukulele deceives the children and their parents that they are having a musical education.
It doesn’t furnish them with the skill of music reading or playing a melody. It doesn’t equip them with the
skills to try an orchestral musical instrument. It’s a questionable venture, and I would say it is worthless.
But it ticks the box! Anyone can “teach” three chords and play along with a track. It is less noisy and
cheaper than the “wider opportunity” or “first access” schemes promoted in some authorities, which involve
rackety saxophones and trumpets en masse.
The recorder takes expertise and time. Too much to ask when the spectre of Ofsted and its cravings for
instant, quantifiable results, hovers over us all. With the ukulele, it will look as if all are achieving; this is a
scandalous fiction.
Sue Whitham, Macclesfield

I CONTACTED the Teachers’
Pensions Scheme to find out
what proportion of my pension
my husband would be entitled to
should I die.
I retired in 1997 after 29
years of service. They told me that
for the spouses of female teachers
the pension would be based
on income from 1988 only. All
service before that is discounted.
For women in heterosexual
marriages and for survivors of
same-sex marriages and civil
partnerships, the pension would
be based on income from 1972.
I’m sure you will agree
that this is discrimination and
I cannot understand how the
teaching unions, the Equality and
Human Rights Commission, and
the Government have allowed
this to happen.
I would urge the teachers’
unions to move quickly to right
this gross wrong.
Helen Gallagher,
East Yorkshire

Rosina’s right…

I READ with interest the
letter see below – from Rosina
Matthews (Educate, Nov/Dec,
page 41).
I certainly concur with her
views and I was not aware of this
“blatant discrimination”.
I sincerely hope that the
union will take this on board in
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HOLIDAYS ABROAD

BULGARIA - rural village.
Renovated 2 storey house.
Sleeps 8. Land for camping.
3 hrs to two airports. 40 miles
to Danube. 15 mins to shops &
cafes. Cycling & walking in
woods & lanes. Historic area.

Pioneer farmers 6,000 BC.
Medieval ruined town. Caves.
Nature Park. UNESCO rockhewn Chapels. https://
geotourist.com/tours/2514
Contact Jon 07799064610 July
& August 2020. £150 per week.

TRAINING DAYS

Thera-Build® with LEGO®
A playful therapeutic approach
for promoting children’s wellbeing By Alyson Thomsen. UK
Training Dates Released. 1+2day courses available
INSURANCE

RECRUITMENT

4 weeks
free free
4 weeks

*
Pet Insurance
*
Pet Insurance
Your unique
Your unique
code: NEU
code: NEU

Visit theinsuranceemporium.co.uk/NEU
Visit theinsuranceemporium.co.uk/NEU
or call 03300
241
849 today!
or call
03300
241 849 today!
The Insurance Emporium
is a trading
nameisof
The Equine
and
The Insurance
Emporium
a trading
name
of Livestock
The Equine and Livestock
Insurance Company
Limited.
*T&Cs apply.
Offer
endsapply.
31/12/2019,
is
Insurance
Company
Limited.
*T&Cs
Offer ends
31/12/2019, is
applicable only on
new lunar
andon
calendar
monthly
policiesmonthly
and is not
applicable
only
new lunar
and calendar
policies and is not
available in conjunction
with
any other offer.
available
in conjunction
with any other offer.

RESOURCES

BEAT STRESS!

Use The SMART Programme
Stress Management And Reduction for Teachers.
T
Practical strategies & powerful psychological
techniques which have lasting positive effects.
1-to-1 & group coaching available.
Email paulette.ogun@gmail.com
or call 07564 319796.
Purchase your copy for £12.95 at
www.bookdepository.com or on Amazon.

Search for the Author - Dr Paulette Ogun
or ISBN number: 978-1-78148-676-4
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Educate:
Advertisement

Prices from
£185.
Tel:
07542 785752.
www.bricks2learn.com

RECRUITMENT

TEACHERS
REQUIRED
Seeking qualified teachers to teach
motivated pupils on weekday evenings
and/or Saturdays.
GREAT £RATES
u Primary Years 1 to
u Secondary Maths

6

u
u

Secondary Science
Secondary English

MENTORS NEEDED
‘DO YOU HAVE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS TO SHARE?’
JUST ANSWERING A QUESTION COULD MAKE ALL
THE DIFFERENCE IN ANOTHER WOMANS LIFE
SIGN UP ONLINE AND USE YOUR EXPERIENCE
AND INSIGHT TO GUIDE OTHER WOMEN

www.shareyourconnections.com

Please email CV to: info@afterschoollearning.com
020 8440 8586
www.afterschoollearning.com
Established 2007

HOLIDAYS ABROAD

For those seeking peace, tranquility and
contentment, Trapezaki Bay Hotel in Kefalonia,
Greece is the best vacation choice. We are “adult
only” and once experienced, it will never be
forgotten. Most of our guests return!

ADVERTISE IN
EDUCATE: REACH OVER
450,000 TEACHERS
ACROSS THE UK

Visit our website - www.trapezakibayhotel.com

See your
advertisement here
Lead is the new magazine for members of
NEU Leadership, which comprises senior
leaders in schools, academies, and colleges
– including head teachers, principals,
deputy heads and assistant principals.
The National Education Union is the largest
education union in Europe and the fourth
largest trade union in the UK.

Get in touch
To see your advertisement in the
leading magazine for head teachers
contact us today:
Leanne Rowley
Leanne@centuryonepublishing.uk
01727 739 183

educate Your magazine from the National Educate:
Education
Union (NEU)
Advertisement
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An Essential Mental Health
Resource For Schools
University accredited PSHE lesson plan and card game
for Key Stage 2 - 3 that teaches children
all about mental health and wellness.

International
Solidarity
Conference
In Whose Interest?
Challenging the
Privatisation of Education
OFSTED Compliant
Simple & Effective

Time Sensitive

Budget Friendly

- The Mental Wellness Card Game -

Contact us to find out more about this and
our CPD accredited Wellness Workshops.
www.bookofbeasties.com | info@bookofbeasties.com | @bookofbeasties

Saturday
February 29, 2019
10am-5pm
Mander Hall,
Hamilton House,
Mabledon Place,
London WC1H 9BD

THE MOST INSPIRING
CLASSROOMS
DON’T HAVE WALLS
Get the most out of your school trip

Get in touch today and we’ll help build your perfect adventure
0345 200 4220 @ schools@essexoutdoors.com
essexoutdoors.com/schools
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A conference for members
and activists to come
together, network and learn
more about how to promote
international solidarity
where you live and work.
To register:
surveymonkey.co.uk/r/
DFT2KQ7

Noticeboard

Inspiring excluded students to
read with the power of football

THE National Literacy Trust has launched
a new programme to boost the reading skills
and life chances of excluded young people
through the power of football. It is funded by
the BT Supporters Club and coaches from 15
football clubs are taking part.
Young people who are excluded from
mainstream education have some of the
poorest outcomes in education and health.
Game Changers aims to turn this

Music to
your ears
SOUNDTRAP for Education
and FutureDJs are
teaming up to offer music
programmes for students
in years 7-12.
The project will visit UK schools
to help students identify and refine
their best musical creations.
They will provide free one-onone or paired lessons covering the
music essentials that form part of
GCSE music, including important
elements such as timbre, keys and
scales, arrangement, composition
and ensemble.
Schools can sign up for next
year – email interest@futuredjs.org

around by leveraging their interest in football
to provide a vital route into reading, which
research shows can boost young people’s
educational attainment and mental wellbeing.
Game Changers combines footballthemed reading lessons, practical football
activities and sporting role models to equip
900 excluded students (aged 11 to 14) with
the reading motivation and skills they need.
Visit literacytrust.org.uk/gamechangers

Challenge gender stereotyping
in all aspects of school life
GENDER stereotypes have
been shown to limit
children and young
people’s choices and
aspirations, and to
negatively affect wellbeing.
The Gender Action award
programme is a four-stage framework
through which your nursery or school
progresses as you take action to promote
gender equality and tackle bias.
It provides effective support for
practitioners to challenge stereotypes;
opportunities for training and sharing
best practice, and face-to-face events;
and national recognition of your nursery/
school’s commitment to gender equality.
Sign up at genderaction.co.uk

Trial new tech for free
THE “innovation foundation” Nesta
is seeking schools and colleges in
England to try out technology products
for free.
EdTech Innovation Testbed is
designed for busy schools and colleges
with limited resources, but who want to
experiment using technology in tasks
such as formative assessment and
essay marking, parental engagement
and timetabling.
Nesta’s independent evaluation
team is researching which technologies
work best for students and teachers.
Visit nesta.org.uk/project/edtechinnovation-testbed/schools-colleges

Helping premature children
A FREE e-learning resource that helps
to raise awareness of preterm birth
and its long-term impact on children’s
development and performance at
school is now available for education
professionals.
Two to three children in an averagesized class are likely to have been born
prematurely. They are at increased risk
of cognitive, motor, attention, socialemotional problems and special
educational needs, and of poor
performance at school.
The resource includes evidencebased information about what teachers
can do to support these children in
the classroom. Visit pretermbirth.info
educate Your magazine from the National Education Union (NEU)
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Celebrating 10 years of
Maternity Action
Maternity Action is celebrating 10 years of working with the
trade union movement to improve the workplace rights of
pregnant women and new mothers. Our work now is more
important than ever. Each year 54,000 women lose their jobs as
the result of pregnancy discrimination and over 75% of women
experience some form of maternity discrimination during
pregnancy, maternity leave or return to work.
Thank you to the National Education Union for supporting our work
offering legal advice, campaigning to improve maternity rights at
work, and challenging unjust charges for NHS maternity care which
have created a hostile environment for pregnant migrant women.
Branches and regions can affiliate to Maternity Action for just
£50 per year. Contact info@maternityaction.org.uk or visit
www.maternityaction.org.uk/unions to find out more about the
benefits of affiliation.
Find out more about what we do
and how you can get involved at
www.maternityaction.org.uk
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Photo opportunity
THIS wintry photo was sent in by
foundation/year 1 assistant head
teacher Marie Evans.
Marie says: “My friend and I went for
a walk around the grounds of Newstead
Abbey in Nottinghamshire and came
across this spectacular tree. The shapes
of the branches and the sheer size of the
tree was quite overwhelming.
“The bright blue sky
makes the trunk and
branches look even
Send us your greener than in real
photo to win a life, giving the tree a
magical quality.”
£20 book
Why not send
token
your pictures to us at
educate@neu.org.uk?
They should be large and
high resolution, accompanied by 50
words telling readers about its subject.
We send a £20 book token to each
featured so don’t forget to pop your
address on the email too.

WIN!

What’s in your lunchbox?
SENCO teacher Mark Montgomery from Northern Ireland
says this is one of his favourite easy-cook dinners and there
always leftovers “to make your colleagues jealous” the next day.
Ingredients

serves 4

4. Add the chilli

flakes and the paprika and cook for
about 20 minutes until most of the liquid
has gone.

400g spaghetti
1 packet of chorizo sausage
2 skinless chicken breasts
2 onions
1 red pepper
1 heaped tsp of smoky paprika
1 tin of tomatoes
1 tsp of chilli flakes
3-4 tbsp of double cream
Parmesan cheese
Olive oil

5. Finally, add cream to the mixture

according to taste. Serve with pasta and
grated parmesan cheese.

Win a copy of Zaitoun

Method
1. Heat a drizzle of olive oil in a

saucepan, add the onion and cook for a
couple of minutes.

2. Cut the chorizo, chicken and pepper
into chunks and add to the pan. Cook for
about a minute, stirring occasionally to stop
the mixture sticking.

Chicken
with chorizo,
tomato and
chilli

3. Add the tin of tomatoes, then fill the tin
with water and add that to the pan.

Email your recipe to educate@neu.
org.uk with your
name, address and
membership number
and ‘Zaitoun
competition’ in the
strapline, by 31
January and you
could win a copy of
Zaitoun: Recipes
and Stories from the
Palestinian Kitchen.

educate Your magazine from the National Education Union (NEU)
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Answers at bottom
of page 49

Quick crossword
Across
1 A score of zero in

cricket (4)
3 Aquatic larvae of
frogs (8)
9 Insects with appendages
that look like pincers (7)
10 Mark ___ : pen name
of Samuel Langhorne
Clemens (5)
11 Small Eurasian
willow (5)
12 Tinchy ___ : rapper (7)
13 The mount where
Noah’s Ark rested after
the Flood (6)
15 Largest city in
Croatia (6)
17 Play by Peter Shaffer (7)
18 Capital of Afghanistan
(5)
20 ___ board: item used
at a seance (5)
21 Pear-shaped fruit (7)
22 Capital of South

Australia (8)
23 Type of German
white wine (4)

1

Down
1 Retired Argentinian

9

6
5

9

footballer (5,8)
2 Short-legged breed
of dog (5)
4 Italian town
associated with
St Francis (6)
5 The Lord of the
Rings director (5,7)
6 ___ Paes: Indian
tennis player and
doubles specialist (7)
7 US actress in
Ocean’s 8 (6,7)
8 Mountain range in
southern Spain (6,6)
14 An amino acid (7)
16 Home of the gods in
Norse mythology (6)
19 Children’s comic (5)

4

5

6

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

20

19

21

22

23

Across

Down

1 - Retired Argentinian footballer (5,8)

3 - Aquatic larvae of frogs (8)

- Short-legged breed of dog (5)
Sudoko2 solutions
will feature
4 - this
Italianpage
town associated
with St. Francis (6)
on
next issue.

9 - Insects with appendages that look like pincers (7)

5
8 3

10 - Mark ___ : pen name of Samuel Langhorne
Clemens (5)

5

2 9

7 3
3 7 4

4

6

9

6 - ___ Paes: Indian tennis player and doubles spe

11 - Small Eurasian willow (5)

Easy

(from left: Easy, Medium
and Difficult)

5 - The Lord of the Rings director (5,7)
7 - US actress in Ocean's 8 (6,7)

412 - Tinchy ___ : rapper
1 (7) 9
7
5 range in southern Spain (6,6)
8 - Mountain
13 - The mount where Noah's Ark rested after the
3
4
4
1 14 - An amino
3 acid (7)
Flood (6) 9
16 - Home of the gods in Norse mythology (6)
15 - Largest city3
in Croatia
6 (6)
5
4 7
19 - Children's comic (5)
17 - Play by Peter Shaffer (7)
6 8 18 - Capital of Afghanistan (5)
5 7
6 9 1 7 5
920 - 1
1 2
3
___ board: item used at a seance (5)
5 21 - Pear-shaped
1 fruit (7)
6
7
6
8
22 - Capital of South Australia (8)
4
723 - Type of German white
8 wine (4)
8
1
7
3
8
2

7 4 2
3 9
2 4 3
7

Last issue’s (Nov/Dec 2019)
sudoku solution

7

10

1 - A score of zero in cricket (4)

5 9
2
2
4
1 3
6

48

3
8

Sudoko
7

2

Medium
6
7
9
3
5
1
8
4
2

4
2
3
8
9
6
5
1
7
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1
8
5
7
2
4
6
3
9

7
1
2
9
8
3
4
6
5

9
4
6
5
1
2
7
8
3

5
3
8
6
4
7
9
2
1

8
9
1
2
6
5
3
7
4

3
5
4
1
7
8
2
9
6

2
6
7
4
3
9
1
5
8

Difficult
5
9
2
3
6
8
1
4
7

4
8
7
1
2
5
9
6
3

6
3
1
4
7
9
8
5
2

1
5
3
2
8
7
6
9
4

7
2
6
9
5
4
3
1
8

9
4
8
6
3
1
2
7
5

8
6
9
5
4
2
7
3
1

2
1
4
7
9
3
5
8
6

3
7
5
8
1
6
4
2
9

9
8
3
2
1
6
4
5
7

1
6
4
8
5
7
9
3
2

7
2
5
4
9
3
8
6
1

4
7
1
3
6
9
5
2
8

2
5
9
7
4
8
6
1
3

8
3
6
1
2
5
7
9
4

3
9
7
5
8
1
2
4
6

5
1
2
6
7
4
3
8
9

6
4
8
9
3
2
1
7
5

Prize crossword

WIN!

Across
9 Soup prone to be upset deliberately

(2,7)
A £50 Marks 10 Former President gives Oscar to
two graduates (5)
& Spencer
11 Paperwork for classes? (5)
voucher
12 What one gains from education –
awfully long week with Head of Divinity (9)
13 Conservative follows his study of the past (7)
14 Bad rule maybe, but it lasts well! (7)
17 Private teacher moves out within term, oddly (5)
19 In class I realise how to address a schoolmaster (3)
20 An historical period returns with the 2 stadium (5)
21 Practised anyway without PE – extreme! (7)
22 See woman endlessly develop – extremely impressive! (7)
24 One who knows nothing but composing endless organ
music (9)
26 Danes designed this car (5)
28 Where upper house plays cricket? (5)
29 It’s curate that’s arranged to suspend someone from
university (9)

1

2

3

4

5

9

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

21

15

20

22

24

25

16

23

26

28

27

29

Down
1 Beat up – it’s watched at St Andrews (4)
2 1 and 4, for example, in southern harbour towns (6)
3 Struggling actor is surrounded by art as a member

The winner and solution of this prize crossword
will feature on this page next issue.

of the upper classes (10)
4 Artist David loses tip of nose in field game (6)
5 Wind instrument used on LP with Queen? (8)
6 Fuel company with call centre (4)
7 Rotten EU all bad? Yet worthy of praise! (8)
8 Last of strong beer results in very strong wind! (4)
13 Really disliked awful head teacher initially (5)
15 Share pride, perhaps, in the number of people looking
at your publication? (10)
16 Write up part of Caesar essay, then rub out (5)

18 Do they teach about casual footwear? (8)
19 Rosy came out – as a tree! (8)
22 Is SATs designed to help? (6)
23 A lord unexpectedly swallows Ecstasy – unpleasant

experience! (6)
24 Having nothing to do, starts improving diction,
learning English (4)
25 Some mature students take it easy (4)
27 Finishing on the one hand with necessity (4)

Send your completed crossword, with your contact details, to: Jan/Feb crossword, Educate, NEU, Hamilton House, Mabledon
Place, London WC1H 9BD, or email a photographed copy to educate@neu.org.uk. Closing date: 31 January.

Your new NEU Insurance Partner

Call 028 9044 5086
Visit cornmarketinsurance.co.uk/neu

Home

Car

14255 NEU Crossword Page Image v2 01-19.indd 1

Travel

Gadget

Motorbike
30/01/2019 14:48

Last issue’s (Nov/Dec 2019) prize crossword solution

Across 8 LITERATE 9 BLAZER 10 HEAD 11 BOY 12 THESIS 13 PORTER 15 ACCURATE 17 MEMENTO 19 BEDDING 22 PROTÉGÉE
24 SCRIPT 25 DORSET 27 LIE 28 WATT 29 DIVINE 30 WAITRESS Down 1 TIRESOME 2 READ 3 CAMBER 4 NEW YEAR
5 OBSTACLE 6 YALE 7 HERIOT 14 THEFT 16 RIDER 18 TOGETHER 20 NEPOTISM 21 FELLOWS 23 ROOKIE 24 STEVIE
Congratulations to last issue’s winner – Christine Vickers from Louth, Lincs
26 SUIT 28 WARD

This issue’s quick crossword solution (p48)

Across 1 DUCK 3 TADPOLES 9 EARWIGS 10 TWAIN 11 OSIER 12 STRYDER 13 ARARAT 15 ZAGREB 17 AMADEUS 18 KABUL
20 OUIJA 21 AVOCADO 22 ADELAIDE 23 HOCK Down 1 DIEGO MARADONA 2 CORGI 4 ASSISI 5 PETER JACKSON 6 LEANDER
7 SANDRA BULLOCK 8 SIERRA NEVADA 14 ALANINE 16 ASGARD 19 BEANO
educate Your magazine from the National Education Union (NEU)
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Final word

Raising all-rounders

ALL those who watched the thrilling Cricket World
Cup final last year could not help but be inspired by the
excitement of England’s incredible victory.
At Chance to Shine, the national children’s cricket
charity, we’re hoping that victory will continue to motivate
and help towards achieving our aim of giving all children the
opportunity to play, learn and develop through cricket.

Fact file

Laura Cordingley
joined Chance
to Shine as chief
executive in
April 2018. She
previously held
positions at the
Mayor of London’s
office, Marylebone
Cricket Club, and
captained England
in netball.
50

Play, learn and develop through cricket
As an organisation, we use cricket to help children and young
people across the country improve their physical literacy,
alongside their wider personal, social and physical wellbeing.
In partnership with the Youth Sports Trust, we have
developed a six-week curriculum that will help all children
to take part, regardless of whether they are an aspiring Eoin
Morgan or Heather Knight or have never picked up a bat
or a ball in their life.
We focus our sessions on children achieving their
“personal best” and looking to improve their own skills
rather than judging themselves against their classmates,
which we know can often lead to very disheartening
experiences and result in children labelling themselves as
“not sporty”. We want every child attending our sessions,
which take place in a quarter of primary schools across the
country, to enjoy their experience of cricket and go away
thinking “cricket is a sport for me” along with a positive
mindset about sport and physical activity.
We want all pupils to be able to unlock the wider
benefits that we see so many of the half a million children
we work with every year receive. We believe that cricket is
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well placed to help them to develop as individuals, as team
players and as members of a society – be that in school or
their local community.
So many of the amazing teachers we work with tell
us that they see the skills learnt in their Chance to Shine
sessions transfer into the classroom. Last year, 84 per cent
of the teachers we surveyed noted that their pupils’ teamworking skills had improved and four-fifths saw an increase
in confidence after the cricket lessons.
Learning to respect one another
The main pillar of the sport is the Spirit of Cricket, a
code of ethics that governs the game. We want children
to understand how to be magnanimous in victory and
dignified in defeat. It’s so important that children learn to
respect one another, their coaches and their teachers.
We support schools across the country with the
opportunity to receive Chance to Shine provision in two
ways. First, by sending professional cricket coaches into
around 5,500 schools per academic year, to support teachers
to deliver fun, engaging sessions.
Second, for those we don’t have the capacity to reach
with coaches, we have developed resources (chancetoshine.
org/teaching-resources) for primary and secondary
schools to give teachers the tools to deliver high-quality
cricket lessons themselves. The resources are completely
free and provide lesson plans, instructional videos and top
tips from some of England’s stars. As well as sessions for
the playground, we also have cricket-themed literacy and
numeracy lessons to bring the sport into the classroom.

If the worst happens, I know that
Dogs Trust will care for him.

When I’m not here to love him, I know that Dogs Trust will be.
Now I’ve got my free Canine Care Card, I have complete peace of mind. It guarantees that
Dogs Trust will love and look after my dog if I pass away first. Dogs Trust
is the UK’s largest dog welfare charity with 20 rehoming centres
nationwide and they never put down a healthy dog.

Apply now for your FREE Canine Care Card.

Call:

020 7837 0006

or email:

ccc@dogstrust.org.uk

Please quote “334360” or complete the coupon below.

This service is currently only available for residents of the UK, Ireland, Channel Islands & the Isle of Man.

Yes I’d like to apply for my free Canine Care Card

(Please fill out
in block capitals)

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Other

Please send this coupon to:

Freepost RTJE-SXGL-BEEJ, Dogs Trust,
Moulton House, 10 Pond Wood Close,
Northampton, NN3 6DF (No stamp required.)

Address
Postcode

334360

From time to time we would like to send you exciting updates about our work, products, services and how you can support
us, including fundraising activities and research by post. If you’d rather not receive these mailings, please tick here
In order to communicate with you more effectively, better understand your preferences and ability to support our
work, we may analyse your data. We do share your information within the Dogs Trust Group; currently Dogs Trust
Worldwide, Dogs Trust Ireland and Dogs Trust Promotions. To read our full privacy policy visit dogstrust.org.uk/privacy.

www.dogstrust.org.uk
Registered Charity Numbers: 227523 & SC037843

Merry Christmas and a happy 2020

Just like the snowflake, everyone’s mortgage needs are unique.
And at Teachers Building Society, we’ve been helping teachers
find the right mortgage for over 50 years. You’ll be pleased
to know that we’ll be here to help you find a mortgage that
suits your very own needs in the new year too.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE

Speak to a Specialist Teachers Mortgage Advisor in 2020

0800 378669

Terms and conditions apply. Teachers Building Society, Allenview House, Hanham Road, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1AG. Authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (Register no 156580).

Conference round-up
Wellbeing, singing, testing,
funding cuts and more.

LEGO giveaway
Helping children develop
their digital skills.

Next-generation journos
Free Making News toolkit
for primary pupils.

inwales
Issue 63
Spring term 2020

NEU Cymru conference tackles
the future of education in Wales
NEU Cymru held its first amalgamated
conference in Newport in November,
fully uniting both NUT and ATL legacy
sectors for the first time.
The conference was opened by National
Education Union (NEU) joint general secretary
Mary Bousted and chaired by president
Amanda Martin.
NEU Cymru secretary David Evans
greeted delegates: “Last year I was welcoming
delegates to the first policy-making
conference for the NUT Cymru section of
the National Education Union.
“I said at the time that I was looking
forward to the event becoming a fixture
in our diaries and it is with great delight
that I am able to welcome you all to a fully
integrated NEU Cymru conference.”
Eighty-two delegates from 21 districts
(out of a total of 22 in Wales) debated 30
motions over two days, covering all the key
issues concerning education workers – with
live translations in Welsh and English.
Guest speakers included Cabinet
Secretary for Education Kirsty Williams AM,
who spoke about a new Welsh curriculum.
“Now is the time for a truly ‘Made in Wales’
curriculum,” she said.
On changes to RSE, she said: “RSE is
not about sex, it’s about relationships,” and
argued there
is a “strong
principle-based
case” for making
RSE part of the
curriculum – and
thus removing the

Clockwise from top left: Mary Bousted, Amanda Martin, David Evans, Kirsty Williams, Meilyr Rowlands and
Huw Foster Evans				
ALL CONFERENCE PHOTOS by Carmen Valino

right of parents to withdraw their children.
Conference also heard from Her
Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Education and
Training in Wales (Estyn), Meilyr Rowlands,
who was ready “to review, to learn and to
change. To foster a culture of mutual respect,
to be more formative and constructive.”
Delegates also heard from Huw Foster
Evans, the chief executive of the National

Academy for Educational Leadership Wales.
All guest speakers took questions afterwards.
Conference included stalls, fringe
meetings, and meet-ups for young
professionals, all at the Celtic Manor Hotel
in Newport. Next year, it was announced
to loud applause, conference will be held
in Llandudno.
Continued on pages 3 & 4
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Skill-Up’s LEGO giveaway helps develop digital skills
NEU Cymru’s Skill-Up project is running a series
of Facebook giveaways across Wales, aimed
at helping school staff develop their digital
competence skills.
Each month the project targets three local authorities, with
emails to schools and NEU members letting them know about
the giveaway and giving them a link to the competition post on
the project’s Facebook page, facebook.com/neucymrutraining
The current round of giveaways started in September 2019
and will continue through to April 2020.
Winners to date include Llanfyllin Primary School in
Montgomeryshire, Adamsdown Primary School in Cardiff and
Ysgol Rhyd y Llan on Anglesey.
January’s target local authorities include Wrexham,
Torfaen and Swansea.
Visit facebook.com/neucymrutraining or email wulf@
neu.org.uk to find out more.
n Skill-Up is a Wales Union Learning Fund (WULF) project
funded by the Welsh Government.

Learning dates for your diary
LEARNING is at the heart of NEU Cymru and we take pride in the local training that we provide for education
professionals, local officers and workplace representatives.
We represent the largest group of education professionals in Wales and our belief in the power of learning for all is
reflected in our provision of learning opportunities for NEU Cymru members.

TRAINING FOR REPS

The union’s one- and three-day
training courses for all new and
existing workplace reps have been a
great success as they give reps the
tools and confidence to make a real
difference to members’ lives.
Having listened to feedback
received from those reps who have
already attended, a significant
change has been made to the way
the courses are delivered.
Foundation and Advanced reps
courses are now available as a full
three-day course, where reps will
attend for all three days in one block,
or as a modular course where the
three days can be done separately
over a period of time.
Foundation courses
7 February – modular course, day 1 –

Future Inns, Cardiff
12-14 February – three-day course,
Gwynedd (venue TBC)
19-21 February – three-day course,
Holiday Inn, Newport
March – three-day course
(Welsh Medium), Gwynedd
(dates and venue TBC)
Advanced courses
4-6 March – three-day course,
Future Inns, Cardiff
If you’re interested in becoming a
workplace rep and attending one
of the above courses, contact the
NEU Cymru office – and remember,
reps are legally entitled to attend
these courses.
There are courses also available
through the new WULF project
and a constantly updated list of

these courses, together with the
ability to register for them, can
be found at eventbrite.co.uk/o/
national-education-union-cymrutraining-10916965546
Your ideas for future training
If you would like the union to
consider organising a particular
course, then please contact either
Lisa Williams at lisa.williams@neu.
org.uk or Beth Roberts at beth.
roberts@neu.org.uk
All courses must fall within the
guidelines of our four main priority
areas:
n Essential skills
n Career progression and
development
n Health and wellbeing
n Welsh language learning

Check your email inbox for information on the latest training opportunities. Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/
neucymrutraining, follow us on Twitter at @neucymrutrain and visit neu.org.uk/learning-and-events
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All 30 motions in both English and Welsh

NEU Cymru Conference 2019 has its own website
– visit neuconference.cymru.

Qualified teacher in every class
DISCUSSING the “concerning” rise of
unqualified staff teaching in classrooms,
Gerry Reynolds from Tawe Afan Nedd
warned: “We will reap what we sow if we
allow unqualified staff to teach in our
schools. Children get one bite of the
cherry. Every single day of education
counts. Let’s get a qualified teacher in
every classroom.”

Taking staff wellbeing seriously
BETHAN Jones (see page 4), from Vale
of Glamorgan, almost quit teaching
altogether two years ago but then
found work in a school that genuinely
values staff wellbeing
Bethan told conference: “I love
teaching, my school, my work family,
and I have a good work-life balance. I
feel valued and respected as a teacher
and I feel appreciated and valued in
my job. All teachers and school staff
should feel the same in their jobs.”

Fair funding for Welsh schools
CLARE Jones, from Rhondda Cynon
Taf, denounced the lack of funds for
Welsh schools.
“We’re tired of having to make do
and mend – and the funding formula is
less per pupil than it is in England.
“School budgets are stretched, on
a knife edge. Children get less, schools
are forced to rob Peter to pay Paul.”

Boycott high stakes testing
THE high-stakes
testing culture in
primary schools was
slammed by Cardiff
delegate Jane
Jenkins (right), who
moved a motion
to hold a ballot to
boycott the tests.
“These tests need to be abolished
as a matter of urgency,” Jane told
conference, because testing of primary
school children is “detrimental to both
pupils and their educators”.
“Everyone is a genius, but if you
judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree,
it will live its whole life believing that it is
stupid. Our children are not numbers,
they’re the future, now!”

Making News journalism toolkit launched
NEU Cymru launched the Making News
Toolkit for Schools at a lunchtime session
during conference facilitated by Emma Meese
(pictured above).
The project is a collaboration between
NEU Cymru’s Welsh Government-funded
Wales Union Learning Fund (WULF)
project and Cardiff University’s Centre for
Community Journalism (C4CJ).
This toolkit is a free, online, trainthe-trainer pack, which aims to equip
primary school pupils with the basics for
news reporting. It is available in English
and Welsh.
It teaches the next generation of citizens
to examine news and information and aims to

combat the spread of so-called fake news in
the digital age.
NEU Cymru WULF co-ordinator Beth
Roberts, who initiated the toolkit, said: “This
is a really exciting collaboration between
C4CJ and NEU Cymru’s WULF project, and
we’re also grateful to the teachers who piloted
it in their schools.”
Emma Meese, Cardiff University’s
director of community journalism, said: “We
ran a pilot three years ago in two primary
schools in Merthyr and I’m overjoyed, that
by working with the NEU’s WULF project,
we can now roll out this vital resource to all
schools across Wales.”
Visit communityjournalism.co.uk

Welsh lament

school, every day. Can we bring singing
back? Just for the joy of it!”

THE fact that Wales – known as The Land
of Song – is the only country in the UK
without a national plan for music was
a matter of deep regret for conference
delegates, who called on the Welsh
Government to right this wrong.
Jennie Williams, from Rhonda
Cynon Taf, spoke with passion about
how music enriched her life growing up.
“You can change lives through music.”
Sam Rogers – among other
delegates who spoke fondly of the
importance of music in the lives of
children growing up in Wales – asked:
“What’s happened to singing? In the
old days we used to sing – the whole

Raising hell against cuts
JOHN Unsworth, from Ynys
Môn, called on delegates to
campaign against school
funding cuts by adopting
social movement methods
– with reference to Raising
Expectations, Raising Hell
(pictured) by Jane McAlevey
– to win the school cuts campaign.
He pointed to the schoolcuts.cymru
website as an important resource to help
mobilise the entire community.

Continued on page 4
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Here to help
AS the largest education union,
NEU Cymru can offer members an
unrivalled service.
Our professional team is here to
provide expertise to our network of
workplace representatives and district
and branch secretaries.
If you have a problem at work or
want to know more about member
services, contact:
n your workplace representative;

Workload and the curriculum
DAI Edwards (right),
from Flintshire, warned
of the stressful
workloads for teachers
and the need for
it to be taken into
consideration with
the new curriculum.
“Teaching is one of the most stressful
careers you can choose,” he said.

Speaking out for mental health
KATHLEEN Steelandt, from Denbighshire,

spoke passionately of the need to
address the mental health crisis among
education workers.
“We’re superstars!” she said. “But
sometimes we forget to put ourselves
first. It’s often only when we can’t
continue that we realise we’re not well.
“Burnout leaves us with not enough
juice in our batteries to keep going. Let
it not be the elephant in the room. Let it
not have the stigma of weakness. Let us
speak out against mental ill health.”
The motion called for a mental
health charter backed up by legislation.

n your branch secretary;
n AdviceLine;
n NEU Cymru office.

NEU Cymru

Ty Sinnott, 18 Neptune Court,
Vanguard Way, Cardiff CF24 5PJ
Tel: 029 2049 1818
Email: cymru.wales@neu.org.uk
Wales secretary: David Evans
Senior Wales officers: Gareth Lloyd,
Debbie Scott
Senior Wales policy officer:
Mary van den Heuvel
North Wales organiser: Cai Jones
South Wales Organiser:
Robert Goddard
Wales solicitor: Angharad Booker
Executive members: Neil Foden,
Mairead Canavan, Lesley Tipping

Supply teachers are teachers too!
A MAJOR debate was held on the exploitation
of supply teachers in Wales – despite the
introduction of a new framework agreement.
Sheila Jones, from Caerphilly, denounced
the “unjust” way some agencies who have
signed up to the new framework have managed
to find a way to avoid paying the agreed rates.
The new supply teachers’ framework came
into effect this September, and the minimum
pay rate must be the equivalent of a teacher on
the minimum amount on the Main Pay Range
– but agencies are getting around this.
“Supply teachers need fairness, justice and
equality,” Sheila said.
Angela Sandles (right), from
Monmouthshire, added that not a single
agency has been sanctioned for offering
employers supply teachers “off-framework”.

Urging all delegates to support the motion
calling for whistleblowing and strengthening
legislation, Angela said: “Every teacher is just
one term away from being in our position.”
n The NEU is committed to calling for all
teachers to be employed directly – and to
abolish profiteering agencies altogether.

“It’s been fantastic.
So many crucial
issues I’m passionate
about. It’s definitely
worth coming, just to
experience it, get up
to speed with all of the
issues in education and
meet new people.”

Head office

National Education Union, Hamilton
House, Mabledon Place, London
WC1H 9BD
Tel: 020 7388 6191
Website: neu.org.uk
President: Amanda Martin
Joint
general
secretaries:
Mary
Bousted
& Kevin
Courtney

Bethan Jones, first-time delegate, Vale of Glamorgan
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Crynhoi’r gynhadledd
Lles, canu, profion, toriadau
ariannol, a mwy.

LEGO am ddim
Helpu plant i ddatblygu
eu sgiliau digidol.

Newyddiadurwyr y dyfodol
Adnodd am ddim i ddisgyblion
cynradd greu newyddion.

addysgu yng nghymru
Rhifyn 63
Tymor y gwanwyn 2020

Cynhadledd NEU Cymru yn rhoi sylw
i ddyfodol addysg yng Nghymru
CYNHALIODD NEU Cymru ei
gynhadledd gyfun gyntaf yng
Nghasnewydd ym mis Tachwedd, gan
uno hen sectorau’r NUT a’r ATL yn
llwyr am y tro cyntaf.
Mary Bousted, cyd-ysgrifennydd cyffredinol
yr Undeb Addysg Cenedlaethol (NEU), a
agorodd y gynhadledd, a’r llywydd Amanda
Martin oedd yn cadeirio.
Cyfarchodd David Evans, ysgrifennydd
NEU Cymru, y cynrychiolwyr: “Y llynedd,
roeddwn i’n croesawu cynrychiolwyr i
gynhadledd creu polisi gyntaf adran NUT
Cymru yr Undeb Addysg Cenedlaethol.
“Dywedais ar y pryd fy mod yn edrych
ymlaen at weld y digwyddiad hwn yn dod
yn un rheolaidd yn ein dyddiaduron, ac
rwyf wrth fy modd yn gallu’ch croesawu chi
i gyd i gynhadledd NEU Cymru ar ei ffurf
gwbl integredig.”
Bu 82 o gynrychiolwyr o 21 ardal (o’r 22
yng Nghymru) yn trafod 30 o gynigion dros
ddeuddydd, gan roi sylw i’r holl faterion pwysig
sy’n berthnasol i weithwyr addysg – ac roedd
cyfieithu ar y pryd ar gael i wneud hynny yn
Gymraeg a Saesneg.
Ymhlith y siaradwyr gwadd roedd Kirsty
Williams AC, y Gweinidog Addysg, a fu’n sôn
am gwricwlwm newydd Cymru. “Dyma’r adeg
am gwricwlwm ‘a wnaed yng Nghymru’ go
iawn,” meddai. O
ran y newidiadau
i Addysg Rhyw
a Pherthnasoedd,
dywedodd mai
“addysg am
berthnasoedd, nid

Gyda’r cloc o’r chwith uchaf: Mary Bousted, Amanda Martin, David Evans, Kirsty Williams, Meilyr Rowlands a
Huw Foster Evans

rhyw, yw hon”. Dadleuodd fod “achos cryf,
ar sail egwyddor” dros wneud Addysg Rhyw
a Pherthnasoedd yn rhan o’r cwricwlwm – a
chael gwared ar hawl rhieni i dynnu plant o’r
gwersi hyn.
Clywodd y gynhadledd hefyd gan
Meilyr Rowlands, Prif Arolygydd Addysg a
Hyfforddiant Ei Mawrhydi yng Nghymru
(Estyn), a oedd yn barod i “adolygu, dysgu a
newid. Y nod yw meithrin diwylliant o barch ar y
ddwy ochr, a bod yn fwy ffurfiannol ac adeiladol.”

Clywodd y cynrychiolwyr hefyd gan
Huw Foster Evans, prif weithredwr Academi
Genedlaethol Arweinyddiaeth Addysgol
Cymru. Bu’r holl siaradwyr gwadd yn ateb
cwestiynau wedyn. O amgylch y gynhadledd
yng Ngwesty’r Celtic Manor yng Nghasnewydd
roedd stondinau, cyfarfodydd ymylol, a
chyfleoedd i weithwyr proffesiynol ifanc
gyfarfod. I gryn gymeradwyaeth, cyhoeddwyd
mai yn Llandudno y cynhelir cynhadledd y
flwyddyn nesaf. Yn parhau ar dudalennau 3 a 4
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LEGO yn helpu i ddatblygu sgiliau digidol
MAE prosiect Gwell-Sgil NEU Cymru yn rhoi gweithdy
LEGO am ddim drwy Facebook, gyda’r nod o helpu staff
ysgolion i ddatblygu eu sgiliau cymhwysedd digidol.
Bob mis mae’r prosiect yn targedu tri awdurdod lleol, gan anfon
e-byst at ysgolion ac aelodau’r NEU yn rhoi gwybod am y cynnig
ac yn rhoi dolen i’r manylion am y gystadleuaeth ar dudalen
Facebook y prosiect, facebook.com/neucymrutraining
Dechreuodd y rownd gynigion bresennol ym mis Medi 2019,
a bydd yn para tan fis Ebrill 2020.
Ymhlith yr enillwyr hyd yma mae Ysgol Gynradd Llanfyllin
yn Sir Drefaldwyn, Ysgol Gynradd Adamsdown yng Nghaerdydd
ac Ysgol Rhyd y Llan ar Ynys Môn.
Yr awdurdodau lleol sy’n cael eu targedu ym mis Ionawr yw
Wrecsam, Torfaen ac Abertawe.
Ewch i facebook.com/neucymrutraining neu anfonwch
e-bost at wulf@neu.org.uk i gael rhagor o wybodaeth.
n Un o brosiectau Cronfa Ddysgu Undebau Cymru yw GwellSgil, ac mae’n cael ei ariannu gan Lywodraeth Cymru.

Dyddiadau dysgu i’ch dyddiadur
MAE dysgu’n ganolog i waith NEU Cymru ac rydym yn ymfalchïo yn yr hyfforddiant lleol rydym yn ei roi i weithwyr addysg proffesiynol,
swyddogion lleol a chynrychiolwyr gweithle. Rydym yn cynrychioli’r grŵp mwyaf o weithwyr addysg proffesiynol yng Nghymru, ac
mae ein cred yng ngrym dysgu i bawb wedi’i adlewyrchu yn y cyfleoedd dysgu rydym yn eu rhoi i aelodau NEU Cymru.

HYFFORDDIANT I
GYNRYCHIOLWYR

Mae cyrsiau undydd a chyrsiau
tridiau’r undeb i bob cynrychiolydd
gweithle – yn gynrychiolwyr newydd
a hen – wedi bod yn llwyddiant mawr,
gan eu bod yn rhoi’r adnoddau a’r
hyder i gynrychiolwyr wneud gwir
wahaniaeth i fywydau aelodau.
Ar ôl gwrando ar yr adborth
a gafwyd gan y cynrychiolwyr hynny
sydd eisoes wedi cymryd rhan,
mae un newid o bwys wedi’i wneud
i’r modd y mae’r cyrsiau’n cael
eu cyflwyno.
Mae cyrsiau Sylfaen ac Uwch
i gynrychiolwyr bellach ar gael ar
ffurf cyrsiau tridiau llawn, lle bydd
cynrychiolwyr yn mynychu am dri
diwrnod o’r bron mewn bloc, neu ar
ffurf modiwlau, lle gellir mynychu’r tri
diwrnod ar wahân dros gyfnod
o amser.

Cyrsiau sylfaen
7 Chwefror – cwrs modiwlau, diwrnod
1 – Future Inns, Caerdydd
12-14 Chwefror – cwrs tridiau,
Gwynedd (lleoliad i’w gadarnhau)
19-21 Chwefror – cwrs tridiau, Holiday
Inn, Casnewydd
Mawrth – cwrs tridiau
(Cyfrwng Cymraeg), Gwynedd
(dyddiadau a lleoliad i’w cadarnhau)
Cyrsiau uwch
4-6 Mawrth – cwrs tridiau,
Future Inns, Caerdydd
Os hoffech chi fod yn gynrychiolydd
gweithle a mynd ar un o’r cyrsiau
uchod, cysylltwch â swyddfa
NEU Cymru. Cofiwch fod gan
gynrychiolwyr hawl gyfreithiol i fynd
ar y cyrsiau hyn.
Mae cyrsiau hefyd ar gael drwy
brosiect newydd Cronfa Ddysgu

Undebau Cymru. Mae modd
gweld rhestr o’r cyrsiau hyn, sy’n
cael ei diweddaru’n gyson, ynghyd
â chofrestru ar eu cyfer yn
eventbrite.co.uk/o/nationaleducation-union-cymrutraining-10916965546
Eich syniadau chi am hyfforddiant
yn y dyfodol
Os hoffech chi i’r undeb ystyried
trefnu cwrs penodol, yna cysylltwch â
Lisa Williams lisa.williams@neu.org.
uk neu Beth Roberts, beth.roberts@
neu.org.uk
Rhaid i’r holl gyrsiau gyd-fynd â’r
canllawiau ar gyfer ein pedwar maes
blaenoriaeth:
n Sgiliau hanfodol
n Cynnydd a datblygiad mewn gyrfa
n Iechyd a lles
n Dysgu’r Gymraeg

Cadwch olwg ar eich e-bost i weld gwybodaeth am y cyfleoedd hyfforddiant diweddaraf. Hoffwch ni
ar Facebook yn facebook.com/neucymrutraining, dilynwch ni ar Twitter drwy @neucymrutrain ac ewch i
neu.org.uk/learning-and-events
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Y 30 cynnig i gyd yn Gymraeg a Saesneg

Mae gan Gynhadledd NEU Cymru 2019 ei gwefan
ei hun – ewch i neuconference.cymru/cy/hafan/

Athro cymwys ym mhob
dosbarth
GAN drafod y cynnydd “pryderus” yn nifer
y staff anghymwys sy’n addysgu mewn
dosbarthiadau, meddai Gerry Reynolds
o Dawe Afan Nedd: “Bydd goblygiadau
os byddwn yn gadael i staff anghymwys
addysgu yn ein hysgolion. Dim ond un
cyfle’n unig y mae plant yn ei gael. Mae
pob diwrnod yn y byd addysg yn cyfrif.
Mae’n rhaid cal athro cymwys ym mhob
ystafell ddosbarth.”

Bod o ddifrif ynghylch lles staff
BU ond y dim i Bethan Jones o Fro
Morgannwg (gweler tudalen 4) roi’r
gorau i addysgu’n llwyr ddwy flynedd yn
ôl, ond yna daeth o hyd i swydd mewn
ysgol sy’n rhoi gwir werth ar les y staff.
Dywedodd Bethan wrth y
gynhadledd: “Rwy’n caru addysgu, fy
ysgol, a’m teulu gwaith, ac mae gen i
gydbwysedd da rhwng gwaith a bywyd.
Rwy’n teimlo fod gan bobl feddwl ohonof
a’u bod yn fy mharchu fel athrawes,
ac rwy’n teimlo fy mod yn cael fy
ngwerthfawrogi yn fy swydd. Dylai pob
athro ac athrawes a staff ysgol deimlo’r
un fath yn eu swyddi.”

Cyllid teg i ysgolion Cymru
BU Clare Jones o Rondda Cynon Taf yn
collfarnu’r diffyg cyllid i ysgolion Cymru.
“Rydym wedi syrffedu ar orfod
dal dau ben llinyn ynghyd – ac mae’r
fformwla cyllido fesul disgybl yn llai nag
yw yn Lloegr. Mae’r esgid yn gwasgu ar
gyllidebau ysgolion, a dim ond o drwch
blewyn y mae ysgolion yn ymdopi.
Mae plant yn cael llai, ac mae popeth
y mae ysgolion am ei wneud ar draul
rhywbeth arall.”

Boicotio’r profion sy’n rhoi plant
dan bwysau
CAFODD y diwylliant
profion sy’n rhoi plant
ysgolion cynradd o dan
bwysau ei feirniadu’n
hallt gan Jane Jenkins
(dde), y gynrychiolwraig
o Gaerdydd. Cynigiwyd
cynnig ganddi i foicotio’r profion hyn.
“Mae’n rhaid cael gwared ar y
profion hyn ar frys,” dywedodd Jane wrth
y gynhadledd, oherwydd bod profi plant

Lansio adnodd newyddiadurol i greu newyddion
LANSIODD NEU Cymru yr
Adnodd Creu Newyddion (‘Making
News’) i Ysgolion mewn sesiwn
amser cinio yn ystod y gynhadledd,
a honno wedi’i hwyluso gan Emma
Meese (yn y llun uchod).
Mae’r prosiect yn ffrwyth
cydweithio rhwng prosiect
Cronfa Ddysgu Undebau Cymru
NEU Cymru, gyda chyllid gan
Lywodraeth Cymru, a Chanolfan
Newyddiaduraeth Gymunedol
Prifysgol Caerdydd (C4CJ).
Pecyn ar-lein, rhad ac am
ddim, i hyfforddi’r hyfforddwr yw’r
adnodd, a’r nod yw helpu disgyblion
ysgolion cynradd i feithrin sgiliau
gohebu sylfaenol. Mae’r adnodd ar gael yn
Gymraeg a Saesneg.
Mae’n dysgu’r genhedlaeth newydd
o ddinasyddion sut i edrych ar newyddion
a gwybodaeth, gyda’r nod o wrthsefyll y
newyddion ffug bondigrybwyll sy’n lledu yn yr
oes ddigidol.
Yn ôl Beth Roberts, sy’n gyfrifol am
ar adnodd ac yn gydlynydd Cronfa Ddysgu
Undebau Cymru NEU Cymru: “Mae hwn
yn ffrwyth cydweithio cyffrous iawn rhwng
C4CJ a phrosiect Cronfa Ddysgu Undebau
ysgol gynradd yn “niweidiol i ddisgyblion
a’r rheini sy’n eu haddysgu”.
“Mae pawb yn athrylith, ond os
byddwch chi’n beirniadu gallu pysgodyn
i ddringo coeden, bydd yn byw ei holl
fywyd yn credu ei fod yn dwp. Nid rhifau
mo’n plant; nhw yw’r dyfodol, nawr!”

Galargan Gymreig
ROEDD y ffaith mai Cymru – gwlad y gân
– yw’r unig wlad yn y Deyrnas Unedig
heb gynllun cerddoriaeth cenedlaethol
yn fater o ofid i gynrychiolwyr yn y
gynhadledd, a alwodd ar Lywodraeth
Cymru i fynd i’r afael â’r diffyg hwn.
Siaradodd Jennie Williams, o Rondda
Cynon Taf, yn angerddol am sut yr oedd
cerddoriaeth wedi cyfoethogi’i bywyd
yn ystod ei phlentyndod.“Fe allwch chi
newid bywydau drwy gerddoriaeth.”
Fel cynrychiolwyr eraill, soniodd Sam
Rogers am bwysigrwydd cerddoriaeth

Cymru NEU Cymru. Rydym hefyd yn
ddiolchgar i’r athrawon a dreialodd yr adnodd
yn eu hysgolion.”
Meddai Emma Meese, cyfarwyddwr
newyddiaduraeth gymunedol Prifysgol
Caerdydd: “Cynhaliwyd cynllun peilot dair
blynedd yn ôl mewn dwy ysgol gynradd ym
Merthyr, ac rwyf wrth fy modd, drwy weithio
gyda phrosiect Cronfa Ddysgu Undebau
Cymru’r NEU, y gallwn bellach gyflwyno’r
adnodd hollbwysig hwn i ysgolion ledled
Cymru.” Ewch i communityjournalism.co.uk
ym mywydau plant wrth iddynt dyfu yng
Nghymru, a gofynnodd: “Beth sydd wedi
digwydd i ganu? Ers talwm roedden ni’n
arfer canu – yr ysgol i gyd, bob dydd.
A gawn ni ganu unwaith eto? Canu er
mwynhad yn unig!”

Taranu yn erbyn y toriadau
GALWODD John Unsworth, o Ynys
Môn, ar gynrychiolwyr i ymgyrchu
yn erbyn toriadau i gyllid ysgolion
drwy ddefnyddio dulliau mudiadau
cymdeithasol er mwyn ennill y frwydr –
gan gyfeirio at y llyfr Raising Expectations
(and Raising Hell) gan
Jane McAlevey (yn y llun).
Dywedodd fod y wefan
toriadauiysgolion.cymru
yn adnodd pwysig i helpu
i danio diddordeb y
gymuned gyfan.
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Newyddion

Yma i helpu
FEL yr undeb
addysg mwyaf,
gall NEU Cymru
roi gwasanaeth
heb ei ail
i’w aelodau.
Mae ein tîm
proffesiynol
yma i
ddefnyddio’u harbenigedd er mwyn
helpu ein rhwydwaith o gynrychiolwyr
gweithle ac ysgrifenyddion
rhanbarthau a changhennau.
Os oes gennych chi broblem yn y
gwaith neu i gael rhagor o wybodaeth
am ein gwasanaethau i aelodau,
cysylltwch â’r canlynol:
n cynrychiolydd eich gweithle;
n ysgrifennydd eich cangen;
n AdviceLine;
n Swyddfa NEU Cymru.

NEU Cymru

Ty Sinnott, 18 Neptune Court,
Vanguard Way, Caerdydd CF24 5PJ
Ffôn: 029 2049 1818
E-bost: cymru.wales@neu.org.uk
Ysgrifennydd Cymru: David Evans
Uwch Swyddogion Cymru:
Gareth Lloyd, Debbie Scott
Uwch Swyddog Polisi Cymru:
Mary van den Heuvel
Trefnydd y Gogledd: Cai Jones

Baich gwaith a’r cwricwlwm
RHYBUDDIODD Dai
Edwards (ar y dde), o Sir
y Fflint, am faich gwaith
sy’n rhoi athrawon o dan
straen, a’r angen i ystyried
hyn yn y cwricwlwm
newydd.“Mae addysgu yn yrfa sy’n rhoi
pobl o dan fwy o straen na’r rhan fwyaf o
yrfaoedd eraill,” meddai.

Codi llais dros iechyd meddwl
BU Kathleen Steelandt, o Sir Ddinbych,
yn siarad yn frwd dros yr angen i
roi sylw i’r argyfwng iechyd meddwl

Athrawon yw athrawon cyflenwi hefyd!
CYNHALIWYD dadl o bwys am sut y mae
pobl yn cam-fanteisio ar athrawon cyflenwi yng
Nghymru – er gwaethaf cyflwyno cytundeb
fframwaith newydd.
Beirniadodd Sheila Jones, o Gaerffili, y
modd “anghyfiawn” y mae rhai asiantaethau
wedi llwyddo i ddod o hyd i ffyrdd i osgoi talu’r
cyfraddau y cytunwyd arnynt, er eu bod wedi
ymrwymo i ddilyn y fframwaith newydd.
Mae’r fframwaith newydd i athrawon
cyflenwi wedi bod yn berthnasol ers mis
Medi eleni, a rhaid i isafswm y gyfradd a delir
gyfateb i’r isafswm a delir i athrawon ar y
Brif Raddfa Gyflog – ond mae asiantaethau’n
dod o hyd i ffyrdd i osgoi gwneud hyn. “Mae
angen tegwch, cyfiawnder a chydraddoldeb ar
athrawon cyflenwi,” meddai Sheila.
Ychwanegodd Angela Sandles (uchod),
o Sir Fynwy, nad oes unrhyw asiantaeth wedi
cael sancsiynau am gynnig athrawon cyflenwi i
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gyflogwyr y “tu allan i’r fframwaith”.
Gan annog pob cynrychiolydd i gefnogi’r
cynnig yn galw am chwythu’r chwiban a
chryfhau’r ddeddfwriaeth, meddai Angela:
“Mae pob athro dymor i ffwrdd o fod yn yr un
sefyllfa â ni.”
n Ymrwymodd yr NEU i alw am gyflogi pob
athro’n uniongyrchol – gan gael gwared yn
llwyr ar asiantaethau sy’n gwneud elw.

“Bu’n gynhadledd wych.
Trafodwyd cynifer o bethau
pwysig rwy’n frwd yn eu
cylch. Roedd hi’n fuddiol
iawn dod yma, dim ond
i gael profiad, i ddeall y
materion diweddaraf yn y
byd addysg, ac i gyfarfod
pobl newydd.”

Cyfreithiwr Cymru: Angharad Booker

Cyd-ysgrifenyddion Cyffredinol:
Mary Bousted a Kevin Courtney

ymhlith gweithwyr addysg.
“Rydyn ni’n sêr o fri!” meddai.“Ond
weithiau rydyn ni’n anghofio rhoi’n
hunain yn gyntaf. Yn dra aml, dim
ond pan na allwn ni barhau rhagor y
sylweddolwn ni ein bod ni’n sâl.
“Mae modd inni chwythu’n plwc,
heb ddigon o egni yn ein tanciau
i barhau. Ddylai neb anwybyddu’r
gwirionedd hwn. Ddylen ni ddim ei weld
fel stigma, fel gwendid. Gadewch inni
godi llais yn erbyn salwch meddwl.”
Galwodd y cynnig am greu siarter
iechyd meddwl ac iddo sail mewn
deddfwriaeth.

Bethan Jones, cynrychiolydd am y tro cyntaf, Bro Morgannwg
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